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Rising Car Prices Boost Inflation Rate
WASHINGTON (AP) - Rising
new car prices boosted inflation at
the wholesale level to an annual
rate of 6.8 percent last month, the
biggest jump since the spring, the
government said today.
Prices for food and energy dropped last month, said the Labor
Department.
With only two months to go, in-

flation for the year was almost
certain to come in under the 11.8
percent wholesale average for
1980.
For the first 10 months of this
year, inflation at the wholesale
level was running at a seasonally
adjusted annual rate of 7.5 percent,department officials said.
The department's new report

CHANGING SEASONS
Calloway County is beginning to show
signs of winter. Monday's gloomy sky indicated inclement weather
may arrive sooner than expected. With the crop harvesied from this

said. its measure of wholesale
prices for finished goods - the
Producer Price Index - was up
0.6 percent last month after
seasonal adjustment.
If October's rate held for 12
straight months, the increase
would be 6.8 percent, the department said.
The October increase was ahead

of the previous five months
figures and the largest since the
0.8 percent of April.
In September, the monthly increase was 0.2 percent and, in
August,0.3 percent.
Revised figures put the July
gain at 0.2 percent, down from the
0.4 percent originally. - reported,
the department said.
•_

field and the ground turned, farmers are already making way for
winter's snow.

SenatorsPushing Plan To Balance Budget
WASHINGTON (AP) - More
than six weeks after launching a
new budget-cutting offensive, the
Reagan administration is urging
Congress to move slowly in paring
big benefit programs or raising
taxes.
But Senate Republicans, eager
to balance the budget, are making

one last push to persuade, President Reagan to endorse a threeyear, $163 billion budgetbalancing plan that includes $48
billion in higher taxes.
"We get an answer (today) and
that's it," Senate Budget Committee Chairman Pete V.- Domenici,
R-N.M., said Monday after key

Auditions for Community
Theatre's next major production,
"A Christmas Carol," will be
Tuesday, Nov. 17, at 3:30 and 7
p.m. at the Playhouse in the Park,
according to director Richard
Valentine.
"Many people are familiar with
the classic Dicken's story but the
script for this particular play offers a refreshing view of the tale
of Ebeneezer Scrooge," Valentine
said, "It is told by Charles
Dickens and acted out by his

friends and family on Christmas
Eve,1843."
Two sessions of tryouts are
slated for ten roles. Everyone is
welcome to audition either at 3:30
or 7 on Tuesday. No preparation is
necessary. Lynn Houston is the
production chairman and invites
"anyone interested in behind-thescenes work to attend the auditions or call the theatre office to
volunteer."
Roles available include Dickens
and fonr other adult men, two
adult women, two young boys and
one young girl. These ten actors,
according to Valentine, portray
more than 40 other characters in
the story including Bob Cratchit,
Tiny Tim, Marley's Ghost, The
Pezziwigs and the Ghosts of
Christmas' Past, Present and
Future.
This play version by Michael
Piller is a drama based on the
novel and is not a musical. "Auditions will consist of reading with
others who tryout from the script.
The cast will be announced the
next day," Valentine said.
Production dates have been set
for Dec. 10-13 at 8 p.m. 'with
special matinees on Saturday and
.Sunday, Dec. 12-13, at 2 p.m.
Reservations are being accepted
now for what box office manager
Kathie Fleming expects to be "an
,absolute sellout."
Valentine noted, that. the
Theatre's new central heating
.system will he- in full operation.
Two other major projects, resurfacing and lighting the large *king area and construction of
public restroom facilities, hSve
hevn completed.
..
For reservations or more information about auditions call the
Community Theatre's Playhouse
in the Park at 759-1752 or stop,by
during regular box office hours,
Tuesday through Friday,. 10:00
a.m.to4:00 p.m.

sunny days;
cool nights
Becoming mostly sunny
.. today with highs in the low to
-Mid 50s. Clear and cold
tonight. Lows in the low to
mid 30s. Sunny and slightly
warmer on Wednesday with
highs in the mid 50s to
around 60.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Thursday through Saturday:
Chance of rain Thursday or
Friday,* becoming partly
cloudy Saturday. Lows in the
mid 30s Thursday rising to4he
40s west by Saturday. Highs
mostly in the 60s.
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Reagan administrationeiides- met .
privately for more than 90
minutes with GOP leader Howard
H. Baker Jr. and several other influential Senate Republicans.
"Then we'll decide where we
go," added Domenici, whose committee arranged to begin drafting
a new budget outline today. "Certainly we're not going to move inconsistent with the pi eideiit
-Despite the last-minute appeal,
several sources predicted that
Reagan would reject the Senate
GOP proposal.
The -administration's change in
approach became apparent on a
day in which Treasury Secretary.
Donald Regan said the economy -could be a -real downer" for the
rest of the year. pushing budget
deficits higher than expected.,
In 'the gloomiest economic
forecast yet by a top administration official, Regan told reporters
the current recession will worsen through the end of the year, with
economic activity for the current
quarter likely to fall at an annual
rate of 3 percent to 3.5 percent.
Regan said the econcvnic
downturn would lessen early in
1982, and a recovery would begin
later next year.

Regan also confirmed that ttUr
administration has postponed
indefinitely its plans toask Congress for $3 billion in tax increases
in 1982.
And congressional sources, who
asked not to be identified, said
Regan and other administration
officials urged in their private
meeting_with Senate leaders that
discussion of-tar tricreases-araV=
cuts in benefit prograntsuch
food stamps and Medicare and
Medicaid be postponed until after
•
the first of the year.
"They- want a hold on
everything," said one source, who
cited a concern by the administration that the president would suffer a sharp defeat in the
Democratic-controlled House.
The private "go slow" request
from Reagan's aides came despite
A public statement by White
House spokesman Larry Speakes
that the president does not intend
to compromise on the round of
budget cuts he outlined mil-Sept.
24.
At that time, the president called for a $16 billion package of
deficit reductions,.--including $3
billion in higher taxes and $2.6
billion in cuts in benefit programs.

The aCculerationin( i.toter was
I 4 percent. the fourth straight
attributed to higher prices month of dechne But gasoline
automakers are charging for the prices were up 0.4. percent after
dropping for the previous five
newly introduced 1982 cars
Passenger car prices, on the months
vapital equipment prices roae
average, rose a,sharp 4.2 percent.
The report also said food prices 0 9 percent. largely due to a rise in
fell 0.2 percent in October, after no motor vehicle costs, the report
said
change in September.
All the increases are adjusted
Beef and veal prices fell last
rnon.th after - advanc-ing in for seasonal variations.
In all the unadjusted Producer
September. Pork prices were off
inure than in the previous month, Price Index stood at 714.0 in
the report said Price declines October, meaning that goods
were also recorded far fresh- and costing $ift - at wholesale in 11187
dried vegetables. peanut butter would have cost $27.40 last month.
Inflation at the retail level, as
and rice. But prices were up for
fresh fruits, eggs, soft drinks, fish, measured by the Labor Department's Consumer Prim Index.
aiffee andsugiir
Energy prices dropped 0.4 per. *wad to a 14.8 percent annual
cent last month, compared with a rate in September, the most re0.6 percent rise in September, the cent figure available CPI Figures
for October won't be out until later
department said.
Home heating oil prices were off in the month

By STEVEN P. ROSENFELD AP could present more troublesome
news for the Reagan administraBusiness Writer
Inflation at the wholesale level tion as it tries totstrengthen a narose to an annual. rate of 6.8 tional economy" apparently_ in
percent in October, the govern- recession.
-- •
ment said today, but the rate for
Indeed, economic activity will
the year stillseems certain to be continue to deteriorate into 1982,
lower than the 11.8 percent with the final three months of tins
wholesale average for 1980.
year . being ''a real downer."
--- Higher new- car prices were a Treasury Secretary Donald
key force- behind the-0.- 6 percent Regan saidMerida Y
•
increase last month in the ProOne bright spot, however,is that
dueer Price-Index -a -measure-of the rrunotny-s slowdown haswholesale- -prices- - for finished reduced corporate demand -- for
goods
while food and energy credit, relieving pressure on in-- prices fell, the Labor Department terest rates.
said.
-Mier banks adoptie--a- IT per.
Still, the increase in the cent prime lending rate Monday,
wholesale index was the -tjirgest 'down from 17.5 percent a week
since the 0.8 percent rise last earlier and 20.5 percent in
April. Price boosts at the September
.
'wholesale level often presage
As the slowdown redikes corhigher consumer prices. which
(Continued On Page 2)

Reserve tickets for the game
may be purchased for $5 each,
from the Murray State athletic
'ticket office,Room _211, Roy
and join_friends _Pi a. reetption.*..Stewart Stadium. Tickets may behosted by the Alumni Association • ordered by including $1 handling
charge -and writing to Athletic
of Murray State University.
Ticket -Office, Roy Stewart
Alumni and friends of Murray Stadium, Murray State UniveritiState will gatherfrom 11 a.m. to 12 ty, Murray, Ky. 42071, i 502) 762noon in Room 304 of the Downing .6800 No tickets will be mailed
Student Center located across the after Nov. 16.
street from L T.Smith Stadinm.:,
Tickets may also be purchased
Donna R. Herndon, director of by contacting Hobby Hauk, ticket
Alumni Affairs at Murray -State, office, Diddle Arena, Western
encouraged alumni and friends to Kentucky University, Bowling
attend the reception and game. Green, Ky., 42101, (502) 745-5222.
Murray State fans should ask for
-Our Racers need -our support in
section C or D.
this traditional battle." she said.
The Western ticket office,
Dr. Emmett Burkeen, 1949 Murray State graduate who is pro- .located on the.main floor of Diddle
fessor of -counselor education at Arena across from the Downing
Western, will serve as coordinator Student Center, will be selling
of the reception. He may be ticketS Nov. 16-20 from 8 a.m. to
telephoned Tor additional informa- 4:30 p.m. and on game day from 9tion at (502) 745-4953 (office), or 11 a.m. After 11 o'clock, tickets
may be purchased at the stadium.
(5021 8424182(home
•

Racer fans who plan to attend
the Murray State-Western football
game Saturday, Nov. 21, in Bowl--

Chamber Membership Drive Successful
The Murray-Calloway Chamber
of Commerce celebrated.a highly
successful membership drive With
a breakfast honoring new
members this morning.
"In a two week period, 72
business and professional people
made investments in the Forward
Murray-Calloway Program,- according to. David King, chairman
of membership.
Chamber members 'ere
brought up-to-date on the various
activities being conducted and
plansior new areas of work.
"I .1rjieve the results- of,this
meml*rship dritre are 1-odir'atIve
of the progress we, are-nlakingin'
promoting Murray and Calloway
County as a good place to work,
live and enjoy' life," Chamber
President Marshall- GOrdon •
stated.
The brftakfast was the first in a
quarterly seritzt of meetings plan-ned by the- boosters committee:
Loretta Jobs15"thairman. Serving'
CHAMBER BREAKFAST - The Boosters Committe of Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce
with her are Pam Underwood,Dr.
hosted a breakfast today to celebrate the success of a recent-membership drive. At breakfast were(from left)
Bill Wilson, E. W. Dennison, Doug
Frank Edwards,Shoe Shack; E. W. Dennison, Boosters -Committee; Marshall Gordon, Chamber president;
Stephens, David King, and Craig
and Loretta Jobs, Boosters'Cominittee.
McCrystal.
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Dole Predicts Reagan Will Accept Expensive Farm Supports
Dole has played a leading role in Senate bill, which has been
trying to find acceptable criticized by many farm organizacompromises between the $16.6 tions as inadequate.
billion House farm bill and the
They already have forced their
$10.6 billion Senate version that Senate counterparts to accept a
Reagan has endorsed. The dairy support program costing
estimates, issued by the ad- $151 million more than Reagan
ministration, covered the entire wants and a rice program exlife of the four-year ill.
ceeding the president's wishes by
$24 million. Under Dole's predicHouse negotiators have been tion, that leaves the negotiators
holding out for higher price sup- less than $325 million to work with
port levels than called for in the when work on the bill resumes

By BOB FICK Associated Press
Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan probably will accept
a new commodity price support
program that exceeds his budget
request by as much as $500
million, says one of the Senate's
topfarm bill negotiators.
"I think it could be between $400
million and $500 million over with
the emphasis on the $400 million,"
said Sen. Bob Dole, R-Kan.

today.
next year a possible referendum
Meanwhile, the Senate late among wheat growers on what
Monday approved legislation kind of price support program
heading off an increase in milk they favor. That referendum
price supports should Congress could cost as much as $4 million.
fail to pass a farm bill by Sunday.
The measure, tacked onto a
The proposal, which must still
minor bill dealing with exports, be approved .by the House, is
delays until Dec. 31 an increase in necessary because aingress has
milk price supports from the cur- yet to approve a new farm bill.
rent $13.10 per 100 pounds to
During three days of House$13,49.
Senate negotiations on the farm
The proposal also delays until bill last week, administration of-

ficials, including Agriculture
Secretary John Block, repeatedly
said that any bill costing more
than the Senate's could be a candidate for a presidential veto.
The joint conference committee
is facing a weekend deadline to
finish its work, If no agreement
can be reached on the remaining
items, the 1949 farm bill will
become effective, forcing an immediate and costly increase in
dairy price supports.

Shuffle Countdown II Begins;
Astronauts Ready Again
CAPE CANAVERAL,Fla.(AP)
— Countdown II for Launch II of
the shuttle Columbia began right
on time today, aiming for a liftoff
at 7:30 a.m.EST Thursday.
NASA officials hope the abbreviated. 471
/
2-hour countdown

will last 31 seconds longer than
last week.
"The countdown is now in progress," test conductor Darrell
New announced at8a.m.
Moments earlier launch director George Page issued the "call
to stations" that summoned more
than 200 engineers and technicians to their posts on pad 39A and
in the launch control center 31
/
2
miles away.
At the first tick of the clock, liU.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard will quid hydrogen and liquid oxygen
address an assembly of the Ken- began flowing into the ship's
tucky Association of Counties electricity-generating fuel cells.
Columbia was almost half-a(KACo) at Kentucky Dam Village
State Park, Gilbertsville, Friday, minute from liftoff last Wednesday, only to be derailed by clogged
Nov. 13.
The First District congressman filters in two of its three auxiliary
power units — delaying the first
will address the group at 10 a.m.
Some 500-600 elected county of- attempt by a spaceship to leave
ficials from throughout the state Earth on a return trip to space.
Columbia's first flight — also
are expected to attend the seventh
annual convention set for Nov. 11- featuring a scrubbed first launch
attempt — was in April.
13.
The units have been cleaned, the
Several state and federa16 officials .are to _attend the conven- spacecraft checked, and
tion, which will also include a astronauts Joe Engle and Richard
special program for newly-elected Truly are ready to try again to
officials and a program reviewing pilot the first ship slated to make a
repeat voyage into orbit. Their job
the coming legislative session.
Hubbard, 44, is serving in his is to prove that Columbia is indeed
fourth term as the congressman a reusable vehicle and advance it
for the,231
/
2-county First Congres- another step toward operational
missions.
sional District.

Congressman
To Give Speech

Economy..

• (Continued From Paiie 1)
Sept. 22, 1980. The average discount rate on six-month bills dropped to 11.51 percent from 12.721
percent a week earlier, reaching
its lowest level since Oct. 20, 1980.
A rally on the nation's bond
market continued, with long-term
government securities reaching
their highest prices since July.
Regan told reporters in
Washington he expects that after
this quarter's decline, the GNP
would continue to drop in the first
three months of 1982 but at a
slower rate. He forecast a
recovery later in the new year.

porate demand for credit, relieving pressure on interest rates, further declines are predicted for the
prime,the base upon which banks
calculate interest on short-term
business loans to their most
creditworthy borrowers.
Rates also fell to their lowest
level in more than a year Monday
at the Treasury Department's
auction of $9.4 billion in three- and
six-month bills.
The average discount rate on
three-month bills Jell to 11.128
percent from 12.695 percent a
week earlier, its lowest level since

SAVE!

SAVE-SAVE! SAVE

D&T
Warehouse
Food

You Can Tell By The
Total On The Tape D & T
Is The Lowest In Town
Prices Good 11-9 thru 11-15

2

Turner Party
Dip 8 Oz.
3 For $1.00

20 Lbs.

S
$ 08

ausage Folger Coffee

1

Field Pro Leaguers

Wieners

Potatoes

c
98

$178

12 Oz.

1 Lb. Field Bolo)gno $1.49

3 Lb. Onions 68'
Robin Hood

5 Lb

Flour
5 Lb.

•

Field Old
Fashioned

Turner

Milk

The astronauts were to fly to
Cape Canaveral later today from
their training base at the Johnson
Space Center in Houston. Truly
considers it a good omen that the
launch has been rescheduled for
Thursday, his 44th birthday.
"It will be the greatest birthday
prasent ever," he told trainers in
Houston.
NASA officials were a bit wary
of a storm front headed toward
Cape Canaveral, but the weather
outlook appeared good for
Thursday.
"Right now they're saying the
weather should be OK for
launch," said NASA spokesman
Mark Hess. "That front is expected to move through here or
Wednesday and be gone by
Thursday."
The second countdown is
shorter than the first, because officials decided that the early portions of the original need not be
repeated. So, instead of a full
count ticking_ down from 73 hours,
it will start at 35 hours. Four planned holds totaling 121
/
2 hours
stretch the exercise over 471
/
2
hours, compared with 1291
/
2for the
original.
On their arrival here, Engle and
Truly were to follow the same
schedule as last week.
They were to fly aerobatic
maneuvers in T-38 jets late today
to adjust their inner ears to accelerations and reduce . the
possibility of motion sickness in
orbit and then retire at 6:15 p.m.
Their Wednesday schedule calls
for a 4 a.m. wakeup, a pre-dawn
visit to the launchpad, and a few
hours doing emergency landing
practices in a jet aircraft that
handles like the Columbia.
They are to go to bed at 5 p.m.,
and be awakened at 2.
Thursday for their b
During five days in space,
Engle, a 49-year-old Air Force colonel, and Truly, a Navy captain,
are to subject Columbia's systems
to more rigorous tests than John
Young and Robert Crippen did
during the maiden flight.

Sugar
28

131.
•

Coca Cola
- or
Tab

8 Pac
160z.
Plus Deposit

Across From

Murray Drive-In
South 4th

1 28

SOLAR HOME — A modular passive solar home recently was installed near the Golden Pond Administration Building in TVA's Land Between The Lakes(LBL). The home will be used to demonstrate how a passive
solar home can save energy for heating and cooling. Anyone interested in a tear or additional information
contact Program Coordinator, TVA, Land Between The Lakes, Golden Pond, KY 42231, telephone (502) 9245602.
(TVA Photo by Lisa Durall)

White House Plan Would Increase
Medicare Premiums, Deductibles
WESHINGTON (AP t — The na- changes, such as a stiffer limit on
tion's 28 million Medicare how much Medicare pays for lab
beneficiaries would pay higher fees, pathology tests and other
monthly premiums and deduc, "ancillary" services, resemble
tibles as part of a plan being con- some of the Carter administrasidered by the White House to cut tion's own failed strategies to hold
billions of dollars from down soaring health care costs.
entitlement programs in. fiscal
Schweiker acknowledged to
1983.
reporters Monday that the cutReagan administration officials back on ancillary services, which
acknowledged Monday that would save $528 million in 1983,
Health and Human Services might be dropped.
Secretary Richard .S. Schweiker
Schweiker's department, the
has been told to find $9 billion in biggest in government, is spencuts from his entitlement pro- ding $25214 billion this year and
grams in fiscal 1983.
with no cuts would grow to $278
Schweiker has sent the White billion in fiscal 1983.
House a laundry list of several
Among the cutbacks Schweiker
billion dollars in cuts in Medicare. suggested are raising the $11-aMedicaid and, welfare,programs. month premium Medicare
Conspicuously absent from the beneficiaries pay for their Part B
tentative list were the Social coverage of doctors' bills; making
Security cash benefits.
all federal workers pay a 1.3 perAdministration sources, Who cent' tax for Medicare; allowing
asked not to be identified, provid- states to charge Medicaid patients
ed a list of $4.2 billion in cuts that a share of their medical bills; enSchweiker suggested in an Oct. 26 ding a welfare parent's benefits
memo to budget director David A. when the child turns 16 instead of
Stockman.
18, and reducing fees for hospitals
Those proposed cuts would have and other Medicare providers.
a major impact on beneficiaries of
Schweiker's department has not
health care and welfare programs
as well as on the doctors and
hospitals who provide services to
them.
The sources emphasized that
Two juveniles were charged
none of the proposals is final and with three counts of third-degree
that some already may have been burglary each and one count of
ruled out.
theft by unlawful taking over $100
At the White House, spokesman in connection with the break-in of
Larry Speakes said, "Our com- several trucks Sunday night acmitment is mainly to putting the cording to Murray police reports.
brakes on rising health -care
The juveniles allegedly broke
costs."
•
To do' that, the Schweiker into seven Wal-Mart trucks at the
package would rewrite Medicare northside store, two Wal-Mart
and Medicaid reimbursement trucks at the southside store and
regulations to cut back on how one Kroger truck at the grocery
much doctors, hospitals and other store, reports said.
providers are paid to care for the
Seven bicycles were reported
elderlY and the poor.
missing from the Wal-Mart trucks
Some of the suggested rules on the southside, reports said.

yet figured out how to save the full
$9 billion ordered by Stockman.
Some 96 percent of his budget goes
to entitlements, or guaranteed
benefits, such as Social Security,
Medicare, Medicaid and welfare.

Coalition Formed
To Protest Rates
MUSCLE SHOALS,Ala.(AP)—
An effort has begun in north
Alabama to form an anti-TVA
coalition to protest high electrical
rates.
O.G. Bradford, president of the
Tr -Cities Central Labor Council,
said the coalition is needed
because jobs in North Alabama
"have dwindled over the past two
years all due to TVA's power
rates."
The upemployment rate in the
Muscle Shoals area is 12.3 percent,the highest in the state.
Bradford said the primary concern is relief for industrial
customers. "It's affecting the
giants in this areaa, and I'm sure
high rates are killing the small
customers too.

Two Juveniles Charged
Two were recovered from the
juveniles,the reports added.
Merchandise valued at $200 in
trucks at the northside store was
damaged after it was doused by liquid,the reports said.
Sixty-three cases of -Coca-Cola
and Tab in the Kroger truck were
ruined after all caps were removed, the reports said.
One juvenile was released to the
custody of his parents while the
other was placed in the Calloway
County Jail, reports said.
Hearings for both youths have
been scheduled in juvenile court
Monday,the reports said.

Brady Reiurns To Press Room;
Keeps Friends Laughing With Wit
By MICHAEL • PUTZEL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP)-James S. Brady, returning to the White House
press room for the first
time since he was shot,
delighted his friends and
adversaries with the
same quick wit that he
exhibited before a bullet
shattered his brain in the
assassination attempt on
President Reagan. .
The press secretary
returned to the White
House in a ,wheelch0;
Monday to help 'Reagan—
dedicate a redecorated
press room. He kept his
fans laughing and _even
upstaged the.president's
• own one-liners.
"Hello, good friends,"
Brady wid as he was
wheeled into the briefing
room packed with more
than 200 people, twice

what it's designed to hold. recovered.
Brady, whose round'
The impish grin that and cuddly appearance is
Then,in a good-natured
joust at ABC correspon- once seemed molded into said to be the source of
dent Sam Donaldson, who Brady's face has been his nickname — the Bear
had been waiting at the replaced by an odd — has lost none of his
gate to film Brady's ar- melancholy look that earlier rotundity.
rival in a specially built belies his actual good
van, the press secretary cheer.
He talks in a voice that
said: "We tried to run
over Sam out in the starts out in a monotone,
then rises toward the end
street."
Donaldson, the court of his sentence as if he is
jester of the White House about to laugh or cry. His
press corps, is often the doctors say the accurate
expression., of the full
LEXINGTON, Ky.
target of official riposte.
It was*Brady's first of- range of emotions is one (AP) — Internal Revenue
ficial appearapce since of thenTetity -things that Service and FBI--rgents
he, Reagan Unci .two law Efradyls.relearning.
.appeared _Monday before
officers were shot outside.' Brady was wearing a a special federal grand
a Washington hotel last dark blue, pin-striped suit jury investigating alleged
March 30. Brady, who is of the type he usually- corruption in state
partially paralyzed but wore ta the White House. governement.
continues to imprae with And in his lapel was the
Joseph Lawless, one of
intensive. therapy, still familiar service pin that the Justice Department
spends every night at then-Defense Secretary attorneys in the
George ...Washington Donald Rumsfeld award- investigation, declined
University Hospital. ed him when the two comment on the acReagan has fully worked at the Pentagon. tivities.

Agents

Testify
Before Jury
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Opinion Page

f) fitorx I
Murray State University Head
Basketball t'oarti Cal 1.uther
spoke at the meeting of the Murray Lions Club at the Muria)
Woman's Club House
Deaths reported included Ivy
Ma) tirr Miller, At Preston A,
t;eurin,68, and W fl Vick.71'

A Day To Remember
:"

the freedom that we now have in
this country.
Veterans Day is their day. We
can all be sure that America's 30
million living veterans recall the
blood and sacrifice that veteran's
day commemorates, they gave
much of themselves, risking death
and disability, to purchase peace
for our country.
Veterans ,Day 1981 marks the
fourth anniversary of the return of
the observance to Nov. 11 and the
tradition of honoring the unknown
soldier at Arlington on the llth
hour of the 11th day of the 11th
month.
From 1971 to 1975, Veterans Day
was observed on the fourth Monday in compliance with a 1968 law
that changed most national
holidays to Mondays.
In 1975, Congress responded to
public feeling that the Nov. 11 date
was too significant to abandon. Effective 1978, and on the sixtieth anniversary of the World War I armistice, a law was passed returnign the holiday to Nov. 11.

We urge the public to attend the
activities of Veterans Day
scheduled here for Wednesday.
The DAV Murray Chapter No. 50
under the leadership of its officers
and Alex Pall, publicity chairman
has organized an outstanding
tribute to the veterans in a "Day
To Remember"...Let us pause for
a moment tomorrow and if possible attend the special events in
downtown Murray at 10:30 a.m.
We still have 30 million veterans
in this country and of this total
there are 3 million disabled
veterans. These veterans fought
to keep the freedoms that many of
us take for granted — our right to
vote and to speak our minds, also
to worship as we want. We live in
the greatest nation on earth.
There is no country on this earth
that has the freedom we now enjoy.
That is why we set aside Nov. 11
as a national holiday, to honor
those who believed this nation was
worth fighting for and still is, also
to honor those 2/
1
2 million men who
gave their lives,so we may enjoy

Letter To Editor
Veterans Day, Nov. 11
To The Editor:
There are 30 million Americans
still among us who fought to
preserve the freedoms we take for
granted — The right to vote — To
speak our minds — To worship as
we please. There is no country on
earth where freedom means more
than this one.
Let's not forget our nations 3
million disabled veterans. Nov. 11
is Veterans Day. — A national
holiday — a special day set aside
to remember our veterans.
There is no flag that means
more than our flag—no single
day that means more to the
preservation of what America
stands for than Nov. 11th. A day
set aside to honor all of those who
believe that our country was, and
still is, worth fighting for.
Please join with the disabled
American Veterans (D.A.V.) Fly
your American flag. Let's show
the whole world that patriotism is
alive, well and stronger than ever.
Let's all show up at the court
house square on Veterans Day
Nov. 11th at 10:30 a.m. and help
the Disabled American Veterans

Murray Chapter No. 50 commemorate "Veterans Day. Truly
a day to remember."
Alex Pall
Publicity Chairman Disabled
American Veterans
D.A.V. Murray Chapter No.50
Murray,Ky.
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Intelligence Questioned
REPRESENTATIVE BOB
McEWEN (Ohio) ". . . Following
President Reagan's most recent
televised address, the commentators were at it again,and columnis'. Bob Brumfield discussed
their activites for the Cincinnati
Enquirer. . . I would like to share
his comments with you." (The
condensed column):
Just A Little
Peace From
The TV Nets
By Bob Brumfield)
I wish the television networks
would do me a big favor. I wish
they'd give me credit for having
enough intelligerice to understand
what the President of the United
States just finished telling me on
the tube.
The other night, President

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
The Christian "Golden Rule"
takes many forms. The great
eighteenth-century philosopher
Immanuel Kant asked men to act
in such a way as to make it possible for their actions to be made into'tin versa I Iä .
More recently Thaddeus Goias,
author of The Lazy Man's Guide to
Enlightenment (1980), explained
the "what you do is what you get
philosophy" in these words:
ii you say a man should
receiv.e help undeservedly,
it may not affect his life
much, but it will hold for.
you: you will not get
undeserved help. If you say
other people's sexual
pleasures are vulgar, ft
won't change their isx• perten try; but your- pleasures will become
_ vulgar...How much compassion and forgiveness do you
want for yourself? Give it to
others.
"Grant to others," Golan; adds,
"the freedom, the love, the consciousness that you want for
yourself"

Reagan addressed the nation on
his proposed new budget cuts. The
speech was very straight-forward
and uncomplicated. Anyone with
enough brains to tie his 'shoes
could have comprehended
everything the President said.
Yet, as soon as Mr. Reagan
finished his speech some young
blow-dried twit came on and
started telling me what he meant.
Hell, I just heard the man! I know
what he meant! He meant exactly
what he said! He didn't speak in
vague parables.
Okay, so I switched to another
channel. And what did I get? I got
some long-haired blond "White
House Correspondent," fresh out
of the affirmative action pool telling me what Mr. Regan really
meant. This mature, experienced
seasoned newscaster, who must
have been all of 30 years old, proceeded to talk down to me for as
long as it took me to switch to a
third channel. Fortunately, ABC's
pundits, if they analyzed the
Presidential address at all, were
finished by this time, and one of
the networks dreadful fall programs was in progress.
I sometimes wonder what the
television network news reporters
would have done with Lincoln's
Gettysburg Address. I think it
might have gone something like
this:
"Well, Mr. Lincoln jutst finished
what might go down as one of the
shortest, most obscure speeches
of his unspectacular public speaking career."
(I'm glad) our forefathers
didn't have these "experts" to explain things to them. Our history
books might have'looked like TV
Guide. ..
•11..

-

CRUMP'S GRASS
'IttoOTS COMMENT
And now, "Boomerang News
Reporting." For example: On
NBC, John Chancellor will start a
subject, then refer.to-Roger Mudd
for more information, he in turn
refers to Judy Woodruff for the
subject wrap-up. She then refers
back to John Chancellor. It's time
to fade to a commercial.
'I
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organized in Calloway Count),
According to Mrs Harold
E:versmeyer, county president.
and Barletta Wrather.. count!,
home demonstration agent
:firths reported included a girl
to Mr and Mrs. James Cobb Nov.
4. a bo) to Mr and Mrs. Dominic
Nuciforo. Nov 5. a troy to Mr and
Mrs Joe Sinter. Nov S. and a girl
to Mr and Mxs Edward Cecil.
Nov 8
Round steak was listed as selling for 98 cents per pound in the ad
for Jim Adams le:A
nor

29 ?ears •-tiro
• p.
Bernard
Harvey. administrator of Murray Hospital,
reported the sixth set of twins
born in 1961 at the hospital. They,
were boys to Mr and Mrs John
Hudson on Nov..8. Others were
Garrot GalleN
it‘ $1.1 . lent I nit
girls to Mr and Mrs Orean
Adams on May 8, bols to Mr and
rs. Sasnuel Mareis on July 8. boys
to 1),- and Mrs (*harks Warner on
- July 12, girls to Mr and Mrs
Walter Owens on March 13, and a
boy and girl toMr and Mrs. Ted
latetbronApri+8.- - — After reading the column on permit them to be reinstated.
on that 18, except for Joe Rexroat
Enrolled as members of the
Hunter Hancock last week, Pete
I believe it was sometime in the Joe shot an even par 7.2, so Red
Calloway County High School Unit
Panzera, who taught with Hunter
early 1950s before there were told me. Apparently. that isn't too
of the Parent-Teacher Association
at Murray State for a lot of years
unusual for Joe. He hasn't menfraternities at Murray State:
are 313 persons, according-to Mrs.
and who also is retired, greeted
tioned-it.
N P Paschall, membership
• • •
me with:
Anyway, let's modify the story
chairman
Another nerve was struck with about Tim's amazing 3-Wood shot
"I enjoyed your column on
Tip Curd, son of Mr. and Mrs.
recent column dealing with into the cup from 230 yards out on
the
Hunter the other night, but he
Curd, RI 2, Hazel, was
Edward
Tim Miller's eagle two on the 435- that tough old hole and be sure and .
didn't tell you everything:"
president of the SNKA,
elected
"Oh,- I exclaimed. ."-Vithat -did- yard 15th hole at the •Murray record for eternity that one of his 'Da v Id I, ps--c-ornb- ('allege,
Country Club. He had hit a 230-- playing partners. Red HoWe„Ir.,
he leave out?" Nashville, Tern].
"He didn't tell you about the yard second shot into the hole.
shot a one=under2par 71 that same
, Carl Rogers and John C-. Winter
Jr.,
one
of
Howe,
E: L. Red)
time he and a bunch of other boys
day. the music faculty of Murray
of
got expelled from school," he Tim's playing companions that . -Come to think. 'of it, though,
College presented a proState
story.
the
day, took exception to
laughed.
that's. really., nothing too unusual. -gram at the meeting of the MurThen he proceeded to tell me the He had shot a fine, one-under-par for Red. A down-the-middle, deadray Rotary Club at the Murray
71 that afternoon, and it kind of to-the-pin golfer who'll eat sou
story.
Woman's Cub House.
It seems Hunter and several of rubbed him the wrong way when 1 - alive in a head-to-head match,
3f). )
ears Ago
his classmates came up with the failed to mention that in "all that Red sihoots in the low 70s almost
_
idea of establishing a fraternity on .ink," as he put it, that I gave to all of the time.
Hughes Cedes, Rob Roy .Erwin,
the Murray State campus. Now, Tim's shot.
You live and learn.
Joe Gaves Baker. Jackie Miller,
to
Red.
apologies
My
•
•
•
this was in the late 1920s and when
and Jim. -Blalock have enlisted in
No one told me about his sub-par
Dr. Rainey T. Wells was the presiThe other day, I ran across a
the Air Force
what
don't
know
—round.
In
fact.!
dent.
friend whom .1 hadn't seen iii a
Deaths reported included Winthegroup
shot
in
of
the
fellows
any
So, they went to Dr. Wells and.
long time, althoUgh he lives right
burn G. Currie.
outlined their plans and asked for
here in town and reall• not too-far
WRITE A LETTER
The Calloway County,Conserva-_
his permission in forming the
from us.
Letters to the editor are.
Una 47Iub met Nov. 12 at the courfraternity.
It was Jack Shroat, who With his
welcomed and encouraged.
thouse' and saw a motion picture
Absolutely not, Dr. Wells is said
wife,- Josephine, used in Operate - bp! Spencer Bishop, District
All letters must be signed by
to have told them without hesita"Jack's Super Burger-" place out
the writer and the writer's
Wildlife Supervisor.
tion. There would be no frateron Chestnut Street near the
address • and phone number
The Rev. Orval Austin was,serynities on the Murray State campus
theaters. Thex opened' it in 1968 must be included for
ing as pastor of College
if he had anything to say about it.
the year we came to Murray
verification. The phone
Presbyterian Church.
The answer was an unequivocal
and served up those big, juicy
number will not be publishDr Max I. Robinett, chiropracNO.
hamburgers until l972, whefi they
ed.
tor. announced his office hours at
Now, Hunter and his friends, acsold their place to Lobo- Parrish.
Eetters should be
1110 West Main Street.
cording to Pete, wouldn't take
-who
operates it Joeltay along ,.with
typewritten and Llouble"no" for an answer,- even coining
his
ABOUT THIS PAGE spaced whenever possible
from the president. They went -a
Jack and Jo then set Up shop in a
Editorials, columns and
and should be on topics of
head anyway and organized their
spacious new *plate at Aurora.
other opmionatd articles on
general interest.
fraternity.
They called it "Jojak's,- and .it
this page are presented for
Editors reserve the right
Then the next thing they knew
had a seating capacity of 5e;
the purpose of providing a
to condense or reject any let=
they had each and every One been
Five years later, in 1977, they
foriem for the free exchange
ter and limit frequent
expelled from the school, and it
sold the Aurora restaurant- to
of differing opinions. •
writers.
took some fast talking and pasGary and Kathy Gowen, who
We at The Murray Ledger
Address correspondence
sionate intervention on the part of
operated it for about a Year before
& Tunes strongly believe.
to: Editor, The Murray
L. J. Hortin, Dr. Herbert Drennon
re__
to--ltrurd -I)
di
--ji-wasilegr4
"
"1
"
and some of their other teachers
Before opening the Chestnut
to only those which parallel
Murray, Ky.42071.
to get Ir. Wells to reconsider and
Street place, -Jack and-- An alsothe editorial -philosophy of
operated'The Hub- on North 15th
this newspaper would be a
Street just across 'from Wilson
disservice to our readers.
from 1954 to
Hall for 12 years
( 111111111
Its
Therefore, we encourage
1966 - and it wds a long popular
readers who do not agree
place among Murray State
with ;?n editorialstand or the
stodents.
ideas presented by an 'inRight now,Jack says be isn't dodividual -writer in a column •
ing anything, -"Beil I'm
or other article, to respond
available,- he laughed.
with thou- feelings on the
They live - at 302 'South 13th
NEW YORK (AP) — According cedes that investors might not
particular issues being
to the advertisement, when E.F. agree with his optimism. "We Street, the oldest house on the
discussed with a letter to the
Hutton talks, people listen. Then sense that many investors are street, he proudly tells you. When
editor.
the ad goes silent. You listen, and starting to worry about...depres- they bought it in 1946., it was the
By the same token, if an
hear not a hint of what's on the sion,- he writes_in Hutton's only house in the area and out of
issue has notbeen discussed
mind of E.F. Hutton, the Economics Alert letter.
the City limits, which at the time
on this page and a reader
securities firm.
Yardeni foresees the worst of was 12th Street.
feels that the issue merits
Jack and Jo have one on,
the attention of the general
But other sources show E.F. the recession occurring in the curpublic, we welcome a letter
Hutton is worrying, especially rent quarter. "We expect a slug- Nelson, and a daughter, Mrs. Jay
Jackie) McCarty . Nelson is an
atortticheleeadha
itourt owr haanteavuetrhotrhe
about the grim condition of the gish recovery during the tirst hall
adt
economy. Of a bad recession, for of next year," he writes. And apartment complex manager in
"vigorous growth in the second Houston, Tex., while 'Jackie lives
- topic might be.
example.
in Brandon, Fla., pear Tampa..
half."
-Yes, even a depression is
Sluggish growth, as in the first
possible in the current environhalf
of the year, would be between
Yardeni,
Edward
ment," says
Hutton's chief economist. That is. 1 percent and 2 percent, he says.
And the vigorous growth to follow
not his forecast — merely a statetUSPS308-700
would send gross national product
ment of possibility. But he is worroaring ahead by 7 percent a year
rying. Though falling short of
from now.
Walter.L. Apperson
Publisher
depression, his forecast would
Three factors, he says, are likeEditor....R.Gene McCutcheon
make a bear hibernate.
ly to stimulate the recovery:
For the current quarter, he
1. A sharp decline in interest
foresees a sharp 5.5 percent drop
The Murray Ledger & Times is published every afternoon
Yardeni says he expects the
rates.
in real final sales. "Automobile
ekcept
Sundays. July 4, Christmas Day, New Years Day and
prime interest rate, now 17 persales should barely reach 7.5
Thanksgiving by Murray Newspapers, Inc. 106 N. 4th, Murby
percent
10
fall
to
to
cent,
million units and housing starts
'ray, Ky. 42071. Second. Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky.
February or March.
should equal a dismal 800,000."
-42071.
of
inmoderation
continued
Contrast that with earlier hones in ' 2. A
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by carriers,
flation. — We are forecasting an
the industry that sales might ex$.3".25
per month, payable in advance. By mail in Calloway
in
the
increase of only 6.5'percent
ceed 10 million, and with the claim
County-and
to Benton Hardui„Mayfield,Sedalia and Farmgross natival product implicit
that the nation needs 2 Million
ington,
Ky,,
and Pins, Buchanan and Puryear,
$24.50
OW-deflator in )962 yersus about'
-housing starts a year.
per year. By Mall to other destinations,$39.50 per year. •
year.".
In
the
first
this
8.5-percent
- Capital spending — that is, for
Member of Associated Press;Kientucity Press AssOCiation
qiiarter of 1981 the deflator was as
plants, equipment and technology
and
Southern Newspaper Publishers Association.
percent..
highas9.8
needed to reindustrialize America
The
Associated Pre.sfinittru-SiVelrentitled to republieh
• .3'. A. boost' from Reaganomics.
-r "should decrease almig 10
local
news
originated-by The Murray Ledger, & Times as
mid
felt
by
The effect should be
percent at an annual rate," in the
well
as
all
other
AP news.
1983, and a seciiiirfolind of to.
current quarter of the year, says
cuts will be initiated at that time.
Yardeni. Yes;•41espite the new tax
" TELEPHONE NUMBERS
says the E.F.- Hutton economist
incentives designed to spur
75.3-1916
Business Office '•
and vice president. -The various
capital spending.
753-1916
- -Classified Advertising
savings and investment incentives
While his outlook "does not in753-1919
Retail I Display) Advertising
that are part Of the president's
clude a depression," Yardenisays
Circulation
753-1916
economic program Should boost.
his scenario "is perhaps the ynoipt
753-1418
News and Sports Der.:),t
), • ,
business activity once the
optimistic of all the posible ways
way."
under
fully
recovery
is
the economy could go." He .con-

1)r. Haittel- I. II fl U.(Isn"i II hut
You It mild Call 1 Ft-uteri/its- Itart

Business Ilirror

(Economy Is Depressing
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After a heart attack

by Rainey Apperwon

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
INV

DEAR DR. LAMB — My
mom had a heart attack.
Her doctor told her to take
walks on nice days. She was
wondering if she could do
more exercise than just
walking. If you could give
any Information it would be
quite nice for her. Her doctor has told her to take it
easy. She has had angina in
the put. Is that related to
her heart attack?
DEAR READER — Both
are commonly related to
fatty-cholesterol blockage in
the arteries to the heart.
Angina is usually a short
pain, lasting less than 15
minutes, while the pain of a
heart attack is longer.
With angina there is no
significant heart-muscle
damage but with a standard
heart attack the blockage of
the artery results in death of

7:15,9:10

heart muscle, called In
infarction, hence the term
myocardial infarction.
Your mother should be
careful to do exactly what
her doctor tells her in the
Melia. phase after her
attack. That damaged heart
muscle has to be replaced
with scar tissue, and small
arteries that make important detours around the
blocked artery must have
time to open. It sometimes
takes six months to achieve
the maximum benefits of
recovery. Too much exercise
too early can be just as
harmful as not enough
exercise. Let her doctor be
the judge.
How you can use your
heart rate to judge walking
and other exercise after a
heart attack is discussed in
The Health Letter number
17-10, What You Need to
Know About Heart Attacks,
which I am sending you. Others who want this issue can
send 75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me,in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
If a person has shown
good recovery, it is common
today to start some walking
in the halls of the hospital
before discharge. The
amount of daily walking is
increased in accordance
with how well the patient is
doing. It is also a good time
to lose excess body fat and
adjust living habits, including diet and not smoking for
the best results.
Some patients, as they
progress, can be started on
more vigorous exercise
programs. but exercise, like
medicines, must be individualized. What is good for one
patient can be harmful for
another, demding on how
much damagelozists.

aP. dIMMI•

DEAR DR. LAMB — Does
the liquid one takes with a
medicine affect it — like
coffee with aspirin, or milk
to soothe if a medicine may
be harsh to the stomach, or
Met juice? Or is -wafter the
one and only best liquid to
take with everything?
DEAR READER — It
depends upon the medicine
and the liquid. Milk often
decreases the effectiveness
of antibiotics taken by
mouth. So do antacids. Coffee should not be used with
aspirin as it may stimulate
an increased production of
acid digestive juices, which
may increase the precipitation of aspirin against the
stomach lining, increasing
the chances of erosion of the
lining.
Other than water, many of
the liquids may slow the
absorption of medicines
because of their effects in
delaying the emptying of the
stomach. Many medicines
hilts It. NeiCitIll
are absorbed not from the
stomach but from the small
Iff'd 1)(11111y J. NV111'111111)
intestine into the circulation.
In some instances the doctor
wants a medicine absorbed
slowly and may recommend
that it be taken after meals.
In general, water is the
best liquid to take with medMr. and Mrs. Ben. T.
Newcomb attended
icine but there are excepMarshall
Newton
of
Murray
anCounty High
tions. Vitamin C, as found in
a glass of orange juice, may nounce the engagement School and is employed at
enhance the absorption of and approaching mar- Lindsey Oil Company of
iron.
riage of their daughter, Benton.

Wedding Planned

Kim B. Newton, to Danny
The vows are to be said
J. Newcomb, son of Mr. Saturday, Nov. 21 at 3
7:15,9:10
and Mrs. Bob R. p.m. at Ferguson Springs
Newcomb,Sr., of Benton. Baptist Church, Aurora.
AN huts $1.S. SG*
The bride-elect is a 1981 A reception will follow at
graduate of Calloway the church:
County High School. She
Scott, Stephanie, and is the granddaughter of
All friends and
Chip Lance, the children Eufaula Orr Sanders of relatives are invited to atof Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Murray, and Lillian Col- tend. Only out-of-town inC. Lance, Jr., of 1704 Holi- ston of Cadiz.
vitations are lleing sent.
7:15,9:20
day Drive, Murray, are
third prize winners in the
Post Treasure Hunt Contest, according to a
release from Post Cereal,
a division of General
Foods Corp.
By Don Keller
The ride all along the
Declared the official
7:15, 9:10 Columbus-Belmont route is light to
contest winner which is
The Ni
limited to children from State Park on the moderate hills, two lane
Isn't Over,
ages
6 to 14 was Scott Mississippi River is an • roads with very little trafOf Toe q,
Ilk
Me Come
Lance. The third prize ideal deslination for a fic. It is a farming area
winners will receive a fall bicycle trip. The 53 and all the folks will
HALLOWEEN HE
Treasure Hunt box of 25 mile ride can be made in respond to a friendly
Chestnut St.• 751-3314
four hours as my young' wave.
games.
Just east of Clinton
companion and I did early this fall, or it could be there are two medium
done in six to eight hours size dogs that are very
• 44p4jg
with extended sight- aggressive and we outran
them but decided later
seeing on the way. Follow Highway 94 that the run was so exwest from Murray to hausting we would have
Lynn
Grove (about six been better off to stand
RESTAURANT
miles) turn north on Hwy. and fight.
"Serving American & Chinese Food Daily"
In Clinton there are a
893 and travel 13 miles.
Along the way you can few interesting very old
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
rest a spell on a bench in buildings and a public
front of the Brown's swimming pool right on
the highway for a cool dip
Grove Trading Post.
One-half mile no-fth of during the season.
From Clinton to ColumBrown's Grove on 893 is a
blacktop road to the left- bus on Highway 58 is a 10
turn here and follow the mile trip and there is
Antioch Church of Christ Columbus-Belmont State
Park.
signs.
Per Person
This road is a little - The park was a Civil
rough and narrow but War Battlefield and a
Includes: Salad Bar, Chinese And American Entree,
there
is very little traffic.., confederate hospital. has
Icot
or
Chinese
Rice,
Fried
3 Kinds Of Vegetables,
There are two blacktop been converted into a
ed Tea. Also Includes 1 Serving Soup & 1 Appetizer
crossroads running north museum.
and south but stay on
The camping facilities
1 2 Price
Children Under 12 /
Hwy.339 on into Sedalia.
at the park are spacious.
From Sedalia to Wingo The laundry room, rest
Buffet On Sunday 11-2 American Food Served Too!
is seven miles and a good rooms and. hot showers
rest stop is a bench in arc very clean and well
Breakfast 6 a.m.-11 a.m. Lunch 11-2 p.m.
front
of the WingoBarb er kept. The grounds are
Dinner 4-10
Shop. Stay on Highway open from April 1 to Oct.
Hwy.641 South, Malay Inn
330 to three miles west of 31 but the park itself can
Wingo and there switch to be enjoyed year around.
Murray, Ky.(502)753-4488
Highway 58 for the 16
The'return trip can be
mile ride to Clinton.
made by following Rt. 80
from Columbus to Fancy
Farm and Mayfield and
Highway 121 on into Murray. This route is best
done on a Sunday to avoid
traffic.
1.1

Children
glin Prize
In Contest

Fall Bicycle Trip
Described 11v helk;r

Sat. Is
D.B.
Cooper
Day In
Central
nter

"LUNCH SPECIALS"

American & Chinese Buffet
All You, Can Eat

$325

CHARGE ACCOUNT
OPEN A
IN NOVEMBER
AND ENJOY EARLY CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
ON OUR DEFERRED PAYMENT PLAN
FIRST PAYbENT NE FEBRUARY 1982!
That's right! slits now asd charge up to your approved credit limit from
NOVeliet 1, 1981 to November 30, 1981 ad these purchases won't show up on
your bill until Weary 25, 1982. On this deferred amount you won't be charged a
fime charge or required to make any payouts until your statement arrives at
the emi of binary, 1982.
So hoary 25, 1982 these purchases will be billed to you as a regular charge
al the balance will then be payable according to the existing terms on your
charge agreement.
You may use this mettal to purchase anything in our store (gift certificates in.clided). So Hurry ad do yom,Christmas Shopping Early while our selection is
an ad fresh.

Inquire At Our Credit Office For Details
•

IT'S ALWAYS A SPECIAL DAY AT NATIONAL STORES
YOUR HOMETOWN DEPARTMENT STORE

Mein Street, Murray, Kentucky

Mon.-Sat. 9:30 til S

Becoming a wine maker seems
to be a national pass time. A wine
maker has now sprung, up in
Nachez, Mississippi. The local
veterinarian, Scott 0. Glabreath,
between taking care of the cats
and dogs, is now producing a wine
called "Old South." A friend of
mine, Martha (Mrs. Dolph) Tillotson presented me with a present of
her vet's new wine. Apparently
the soil of Mississippi seems conducive to this ancient art.
Martha went around during the
recent SNPA convention held at
the Greenbrier and White Sulphur
Springs, West Virginia, and spoke
in glowing terms of Mississippi
wine.
Speaking of the Greenbrier today - all I can say - what service!!
This is a resort just two years
younger than the United ,States
but as "with it" as your daily
newspaper. The challenging
facilities include four golf courses,
15 tennis courts and a fine stable
of horses and more than 200 miles
of beautiful ring trails, two swimming pools, and of course its
famous spa. The grounds are so
beautiful you feel that you are on a
college campus. If you ever have a
chance for a West Virginia vacation, choose the Greenbrier.
*•4,

Murray State University has a'
student enrolled who lives as far
away as Indonesia — she is Cyn- thia Murdock. Cynthia's parents,
John and Sue Murdock,grew up in
Lynn Grove and Murray. Her
older brother. Rick, lives in Lynn
Grove so Murray has always
been familiar to her. She left Indonesia last. August to travel
here.
Cynthia was born in Middleton,
Wisconsin, but spent 10 years of
her childhood years overseas. Her
father, employed by the Univer-

lionsensokers

Plan Meet
IrMites(1111-

Jailbird's Supper Song
Is Mostly Off-Key

him there."

Virginia Sakelson Am I wrong to feel the way I do, Abby? Please send me
discussed another lesson your advice.
FED-UP MAMA
on 'Would You Like To,
Run Away?. She
demonstrated relaxation DEAR FED-UP: I'm on your side. It's a big mistake
to pamper him in prison. Most folks don't have it that
techniques and good on the outside.
distributed leaflets on DEAR ABBY:I am writing to you as a last resort. Briefly,
— Stress Management I have a fetish about my wife's hair, which she refuses to
And How To Conquer understand. I have begged and pleaded with her during our
three-year marriage to let her hair grow somewhat longer
Negative Stress."
1 The members worked
on crafts including tissue
covers, stars for ornaments for Christmas
treets, and using overcast
stitch.
Hattie Lee Galloway
gave the devotion.
Hotesses were Galloway
and Anna Lou Jones.

04r.
4-aitivveir '
LARGE SELECTION
ORIGINAL - AUTHENTIC
"SPRING MILLS"

STRAWBERRY
SHORTCAKE
PRINTS
YD.

Zlen
illgole

DEAR SICK: Some wives will forgo their own
preferences in order to accommodate their husbands,
but unfortunately for you, your wife isn't one ofthem.
Having had professional help, you know that
fetishism is a pathological displacement of erotic
interest and satisfaction. Obviously you are still
unwilling to give up this fetish and your wife refuses
to give in. Unless you both get to the root ofthis hairy
problem, your marriage is indeed doomed.

PAGLIATS

-ta•-

$29\9

because I absolutely adore long hair, but lately she's been
cutting her hair, and I am going crazy. Abe insists that she
is going to wear her hair short no matter what.
She says I am ''sick" that I have to help'myself to get
over this fetish. I say if she really loves me she will
understand my feelings and let her hair grow longer.
I have tried professional help but to no avail. Because of
my wife's refusal to cooperate, the problem is getting worse.
Abby, please explain to my wife the tremendous pressure I
am under. If she doesn't help me, our marriage is doomed.
SICK AND SCARED

Do you have questions about sex, love, drugs and
he pain of growing up? Get Abby's new booklet:
'What Every Teen-Ager Ought to Know." Send $2
nd a long, stamped (37 cents), self-addressed
•nvelope.to: Abby, Teen Booklet, 12060 Hawthorne
31vd., Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250.

Hwy. 641 Arcadia Ct.

talk

Dean,

The Harris Grove By Abigail Van Bure
Home:Makers Club will
meet Wednesday, Nov.
11, at 10 a.m. at Ellis
Center with Lena Jones
and Julie Janecak as
DEAR ABBY: Our 19-year-old son got into trouble with
hostesses, Each one the law — drinking and stealing. He served some
time, but I
should bring a sack think the judge let him off easy, considering he cussed out a
cop and broke probation, and now he's back again. Serves
lunch.
'him right. Let him pay for running
smart mouth.
At the October meeting Every day he calls up his daddy andhis
puts in his order. It's
Margaret Taylor always two cartons of cigarettes a week. Yesterday'he asked
presented a lesson on for Tang breakfast drink, a big bag of chocolate-chip
"Flower Gardening for cookies, a quart of milk, 2 Big Macs and a large order of
All Seasons and Loca- fries. Today he asked for a bucket of Kentucky Fried
a bag of Doritos, some beef jerky and some more
tions." She also gave the Chicken,
cookies.
on
lesson
September
His daddy takes him whatever he asks for and I keep on
"Cooking With and Serv- fighting him about it. All I'd buy the boy is cigarettes. I say,
"He put himself in jail — let him live on what they feed
ing Wine."

Central Shopping Center

ta)

sity of Wisconsin, was sent to Indonesia to set up a Ph. D. program. He also preaches for a
Church of Christ there.
Cynthia is a freshman Special
Education major,and she plans to
work with children with learning.
disabilities. I know she is enjoying
Murray and Murray State
hospitality.
•••
ATTENTION ALL
PARENTS!!
"The following information has
been brought to our attention by
the Department of Public Health.
We urge you to take notice as it
could cause serious damage, or
even death,to your child.
"According to police
authorities, a form of tatoo
transfer called "Blue Stars" are
readily available. This is a small
sheet of white paper containing
numerous blue stars the size of a
pencil eraser. Each star is impregnated with LSD and can be
removed from the paper to be
placed in the mouth. Absorption
can occur through the skin by
simply handling the paper or
tatoos.
"There are also brightly colored
paper tabs resembling postage
stamps in size which have pictures of Superman, Mickey Mouse
dressed as a Sorcerer's Apprentice, Dopey, and possibly other
Disney characters. The stamps
were packed in a red cardboard
box with a picture of Mickey
Mouse, wrapped in foil, in a clear
ziplock-type bag. They came m
five-inch-square sheets with 100
perforated half-inch-square
stamps.
•••
"This is a new way of selling
acid. A young child could happen
upon these and have a fatal
"trip." It is also feared that little
children could be given a free
latoo' by older children who
want to have some fun.It is important that all parents be alerted in
case their child is involved, even
innocently."
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Italian Spaghetti
Special
Onlv

With Garlic Bread
Salad 40' htra
[Special For iirCisl
Inside Dining Onlv

Free Refills On Drini,.

Wednesday 4-10 P.M.
You(ant Eat This Good At Homc For Ns NC^
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Also. it is important
restJurant or school or biess from spoiling the assures the wholefor a small family at holiday spirit
someness when the birds that cutting board.
home, following a few
leaves the packing plant counter tops, knives or
simple rules can keep ilFirst, the U
Depart• The inspection mark does pans which contacted the
rnent of Agnculture's in- not, however. assure that raw turkey do not come in
contact with the product
spection mark of the product is germ-free
it has been cooked
after
wholesomeness means
All foods contain some
Your hands. litrnsils
that the live bird was bacteria So, it is unporhealthy and was In- tant that proper handling and sew surfaces which
turkey
on the third level, for the spected throughout the and cooking methods are contacted the raw
Dr. Bill Allbrittuin will
should also be washed
packing
once
followed
operation.
product
the
program.
be the guest speaker at luncheon
thoroughly before coming
USDA meal and is purchased
The luncheons are for
the Wednesday luncheon
in contact jith the ,ooked
should
poultry
turkey
The
inspection
ofof the United Campus students, faculty, and in- ficials point out that the come from well product
Ministry. He will speak terested persons from the inspection mark only refrigerated display
Turkey should be cookon -Moral Development, surrounding community.
ed
completely at one
cases and be in a package
Theory & Practice."
that is not torn or damag- tune It should never be
Mlbrittian is Director of
ed. Once bought, it should left partially cooked to be
ACES®IRA G. CORN,jit.
the Counsiling and
be returned to refrigera- finished later.
Testing at MSU.
It's best to cook dresstion quickly
UCM luncheons are
ing
outside the bird But if
If the turkey is going to
CALLOWAY FBLA OFFICERS — Officers of the Calloway County
-We are so used to disNORTH
I I -Mil-A
each Wednesday from
II few days, you do want to cook
in
used
be
•J 7
High School Chapter of the Future Business Leaders of America for the
12:30 p.m. until 1:20 in the guising ourselves for others.
then it should be stored in dressing inside the
•KiSi
1981-82 school year have been announced. They include (from left, front
Ohio Room of the Univer- that in the end we don't
K
•
•
7
1/
the coldest part of the turkey, stuff it just before
row)Teresa Jones, reporter; Shannon McDougal,vice president; Dawn
sity Center, room 304. know who we are' •A
refrigerator in its roasting
Roesch, historian; (back row) Carla Barnett, president; Monika West,
Coffee is furnished by the Rochefoucauld
The internal
WT
EAST
original wrapping.
parliamentarian; Paul Mania, secretary; and Danetta Morris,
•OS 2
•Q10II
ministry, and food may
temperature ot. the bird Li
turkey
the
if
However,
.5.74
•A
treasurer.
be purchased in the tea
is frozen, careful thawing the proper test for suffi•AQ3
Mail of the problems •J 42
room or cafeteria and
9
Q
•
4411111
procedures are especially cient cooking Turkey
are
table
bridge
taken to the Ohio Room. met at the
should be cooked to an inSO('TN
important.
nothing more than varia•A K 3
. If the bird must be ternal temperature of 180
tions of familiar themes
VQJ512
Today's hand offers a fine
thawed at room degrees to 185 degrees
Thursday,Nov. 12
Tuesday, Nov. 10
Tuesday, Nov. 10
*100
Chapter
needs
Declarer
example.
temperature, its surface The stuffing inside the
•J103
Senior Citizens Centers
Murray Branch of
Kappa Department of
careful play to score two
be kept cool dur- turkey should be brought
should
be
will
open
as
American Association
follows.
Murray Woman's Club
involves
care
the
yet
hearts,
Vulnerable
Dealer
None
ing thawing. This can be to 165 degrees F
of University Women
will meet at 7 p.m. with Hazel and Douglas from Plans
nothing more than an unusu- East The bidding
By following these simby placing the bird,
done
10
2
to
a.m.
and
p.m.
Ellis
will meet at 7:15 p.m.
Dr. Alice Koenecke as
al type of hold-up play
ple
rules you can make
Sant West
?Web
still in its original wrapfrom 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at home of Dr. Ruth
speaker.
East misread his hand East
your
holiday meals both
Pass
Dbl
I NT
Pass
closed
a
in
per,
doubleStreet.
Main
814
Cole,
and opened one no trump. 246
All
VP
and safe for your
tasty
92
No.
Chapter
Paducah
Murray
Greater
The
paper bag until the bird is
Wednesday, Nov. 11
Dr. Jim Mathis will
Perhaps he had a small club
pan
and farnil
friends
Arch
is
Royal
Masons
Parents
of
Chapter
party
birthday
pliable
Monthly
speak about "Money
next to his singleton heart
Opening lead Club four
for senior citizens will be scheduled to me9t at 7:30 Without Partners will ace or maybe he had his
Talks."
have an unbirthday party own reasops. In any event, it
at 11 a.m. at Douglas p.m. at the lodg hall.
Reservations for
Nov. 13 at 8:30 p.m. at provided South with a lame ing losers, eventually reducorganizaan
Also
Center.
When you decide
ladies day luncheon on
excuse for not making the ing to the Q-J-5-3 of trumps
will
Out
ay
Mother
in Paducah.
Embers
tion for a coupon clipping
Wednesday at Oaks
to lose weight. .
With four tricks for the
Saturday, Nov. 14 the hand
club as a service to senior be at 9 a.m. at First BapCountry Club should
won
ace
club
Dummy's
now
is
lead
East's
defense.
Lewis
Church.
tist
at
meet
will
group
citizens will be organized
be made by calling
the _play ruffed and overruffed, but
Cagle's in Mayfield for a the first trick andThe
by Wilma Wilson, site
top now West is on play East
Susy Wells or Mary
went quickly.
p.m.
be
will
Making
7
Candle
at
dinner
potluck
director.
as entries does not get a shot at the
used
were
spades
Bain.
at 10 a.m. at The
For directions and fur- to ruff two clubs and the
uppercut and declarSalvation Army Ser- Homeplace-1850 in Land
Coldwater Baptist
information call 444- heart king went to East's second
ther
makes
er
his eight tricks
will
Committee
Unit
vice
Young Women will
Between the Lakes.
9604 or 442-6390.
ace. East led. a club which
at
noon
12
at
meet
7
at
chtuch
at
Meet
was ruffed and ovemiffed
Bid with Cora
Triangle Inn.
p.m. with Emma Lou
and a diamond return put
Murray Bass Club will
East on play. The high spade South holds 110-10-111-B
Adams as hostess.
I did and I lost
and high diamond were
meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Baptist Young
•AK3
cashed for defensive book
Sirloin
Stockade.
Westside
Women of
•Q.1532
70 POUNDS
and a final round of clubs
•103
Church will meet with
South
shocker
the
produced
in just 16 weeks!
•
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Make Today Count will
Frances Drake
Pat Dalton at 7 p.m.
ruffed 'high and played his
FOR WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1981
meet at 1:30 p.m. at
And, must ,mput'entry ,
high trump expecting the
Groups of Christian
education unit, MurrayWhat Idad of day will tomor- Complications may arise trumps to drop, but there Nardi South
of the understand
c•ecause
Women's Fellowship
Calloway County row be? To find sat what the concerning an investment or was no luck East had lied
11,
ing, tare and knowiedy• I
.of First Christian
'tan say, read the forecast someone else's assets. Others with his one no trump open- I NT
Hospital.
!accrued from my Diet Center
Church will meet as
given for your birth Sip.
may be hard to pin down. ing and South was down one.
Counselor, I know I can
of
home
in
I
trump
no
Two
ANSWER:
follows:
Avoid domestic extravagance. Declarer had good reason
maintain my werght and never
Returning Students
Mrs. John Querterto be surprised about the 4-1 invitational. Opener can
SCORPIO
be fat agam fonly wish I had
United will meet at 7:45 ARIES
mous, 1308 Wells, at 10
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
found Net Center years ago'
(Oct.:3to Nov.21) /no* heart break but he could pass Or with a good minia.m. at Ordway Hall.
a.m. with program b y
Initiative leads to career Your moods fluctuate regar- have made the hand mum, he can show belated
Overeaters Anonymous opinions and financial gain, ding a close relationship. anyway. After East *ins the heart support or continue on
Mrs. Walt Apperson
will meet at 12:30 p.m. in but extravagance must be Don't let inhibited feelings heart ace and leads a club, to game
III in home of Mrs.
Classroom Two, Murray- curbed. Take a good solid look cause you to be short with declarer should discard Seed bridge quesliani to The Aces.
Mike Holton, 1553 Oxanother. Face the issues.
instead of rutting East con- P0 Box 11141 Dans. Inas 75125.
Calloway County at your financial picture.
ford, at 7:30 p.m. with
SAGrITARIUS
tinues leading winners and with eel/-acidreined 'tamped envelope
TAURUS
Hospital.
program by Mrs.
it
South "holds-up" by throw- for reply
(Apr.20 ta MAY 2)) ekdii;`
3 (Nov.72 to Dec.21) )
Mark Underwood.
You have extra energy, yet Morning hours bring proWednesday, Nov. 11
Parents Anonymous
Free blood pressure the work load may be heavy. gress regarding career
Framers Gallery
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
checks will be taken from Relations with close ties reach endeavors. Problems may
All Limited Edition
cause
will
that
later
For information call
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel a turning point. Be wary of arise
unfinished
Complete
dark.
after
deception
delays.
753-6917.
759-1087 or
Community Center.
GEMINI
business.
Alcoholics
(May21 to June 20)
CAPRICORN
Anonymous will meet
Attend to minor health com- (Dec.22to Jan. 19)
p/aints. Get hold of yourself Though a trip to visit a loved
at 8 p.m. at west end of
4 Day* Only 140v. 11-12-13-14
and don't let worry or nerves one looks promising, the imLivestock and Exposidissipate energy Find ways to mediate picture may bring
Christmas Special!
tion Center.
assorted problems with
improve efficiency.
Additional Discount N You
Murray Star
friends or dear ones.
CAN
Hove lt Framed
Chapter No. 433 Order
(June 21 to July 22) 0
AQUARIUS
641 N. 73-0077 Murray
of the Eastern Star
IS)
Feb.
to
a
for
(Jan.20
plans
getMake
future
The fall regional comwill meet at 7:30 p.m.
Consult with bankers about
meetings of the together, though relations
mittee
at the lodge hall.
with friends may be uncer- home improvements. It's a
Future Homemakers of tain. Afternoon may focus on time to face domestic issues
Murray TOPS (take
America were from 3:30 domestic responsibility.
squarely, yet some family
off pounds sensibly)
to 5 p.m. on Tuesday, Oct. LEO
members may be unClub will meet at 7
27, in the home economics (July 23 to Aug. 22)
cooperative.
p.m. at Health Center.
department, Murray You're anxious to make PISCES
things happen, but may meet (Feb. 19 to Mar.20) )(
State University.
Back to School Night
Follow the lead of a close
with delays. The evening is no
30
of
periods
"Chat"
at
p.m.
7
will be at
There maylie a mix-up
combine
to
with
time
business
friend.
snacks
with
minutes
Murray Middle School.
in appointments. Take
made and served by the pleasure.
you hear today
regional officers opened vntGo Sept. 22) ffP UA. everything
(Aug.23 to
with a grain of salt.
Murray State Universi- the sessions,. Sessions for Catch up on neglected corYOU BORN TODAY are
ty Faculty Brass Trio each group of the various respondence.
Eliminate idealistic and hig,h-atrung.
concert for tonight has committee chairmen things that you find distrac- Your unique point of view in
been postponed until Nov. were conducted.
ting. Think carefully before art, science, literature or
Fifty members and making travel plans.
19 with the Faculty Brass
humanitarian pursuits can
make a profund impact on the
Quintet at 8 p.m. at MSU their advisors were pre- LIBRA
(Sept. 23to Oct.22)
world at large.
University Center.
sent.
ATLANTA, (a.
Whether you're cooking
holiday turkey for hundreds of people in a

1)r. .11Ibrittiun
Luncheon .S1)tifikl.Pr
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Your Individual
Horoscope
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Regional
FHA Meet
Conducted
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$5 REBATE
COUPON

Fall Harvest of Value--1
GUINN'S DISCOUNT SHOES

LADIES

4f1414.4#

CASUALS
aloe to $40.00

DRESS BOOTS
Rv Joyce - Cobble Natoralizer

21

95

(In"

&DIES

DRESS SHOES

WESTERN BOOTS

By Naturalizer. Joyce, Connie. Life
Stride. Air Step. Geller. Estity Strrei
Charm Step

For rho Fry fire Fool IIN

Reg. Value
to $50.00

Reg. Retail Price

'25"to'39".
•IPallso,r •Guttr1,rar urlt

1616.441,1vs.rsio

HIKING BOOTS
$2195
Only

.$999,.$1.495

.„,.$113"
MEN'S DRES91111‘..--k_EUAL

SHOES

1\

Famous Brands

*44

'1698.'31"

GUINN'S DISCOUNISHOE

207 N. Brewer St

I

836 JOE CUFTON DRIVE
PADUCAH, KY.

•

*

By Pony. Puma & Spaidinr.
leather Court Shoe - Reg. 115.00

INSULATED BOOTS._
L,

I HANCOCK FABRICS
Offer Good Nov. 9th Thrn 14th

ATHLETIC SHOES

4 TTENTfoN HUNTERS:

.
I

COUPON CHECK•mmE Ems Em• Ems ism

$999to$1698

Chill

off,

30%.50% off

MON., NOV.2 THRU SAT., NOV.1

SCHOOL & WORK

LADIES LEATHER

Reg. Value
to $75.00

HURRY! OFFER GOOD

Downtown Paris

NAME:

•

(Must Have Coupon At Tim* of Purchase)
0

•ir
I

L

1;00 Rebate

1111•1 Mill MN

WITH $20 FABRIC PURCHASE

I

(Limit One Per Customer)
itCOUPON CHECK som atm Imo am um

4,0
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS

Here's the Answer
Keep all dirt,
ashes and smoke
outside!
(flit
YEE-FLAME

Burn wood or
coal efficiently.

p

Residential

Form Buildings

Technical Data
BTU: 80,000 - 140,000 range
CFM: 1460
Overall Dimensions: 60" long, 46"
- high, and 38" wide.
Fire Box: large, 22" wide,30" long,
22" high, made of 3/16"steel •
lined with fire brick and extra
heavy cast iron grates for long
life.
Equipped with a 24-volt wall
thermostat with limit switch.
Burn Time: Min.12 hrs. in mostcases

By ANDY LANG
Q. — I have heard that a
AP Newsfeatures
wierped door can be straightQ. — We have just moved ened out. merely- by. placing it
into a house where the kitchen
on two sawhorses in the sun_malls have what has bawl de- shine: in this true? We have
scribed to us as alligator
such a warped door.
cracks. The walls are of oldA. — Yes, it can be straightfashioned plaster. We would
ened that way, but not "merelike to remove the old paint
ly" by placing it on the sawand apply new. Would it be all
horses. First, it must be placed
right to put on paint remover
there so that the warped side is
and then scrape off the cracked
upwards. Secondly, you have to
paint? Also, what caused the
put heavy weights on the warpcracking?
ed area during a period when
A. — Yes. When the paint has
no rain is forecast. Inspect the
softened, do the scraping while
door after about 12 hours and
the blade is held almost horisee what has happened. If the
zontal. If you hold it upright,
warp is partly out, continue the
you are move likely to dig into
treatment, periodically checkthe plaster. Cracking of this
ing the condition of the door.
sort can be caused by a variety
Should you leave the weights on
of things. Some or all of these
too long, you may get a warp
reasons may be responsible —
on the opposite direction.
too thick a coat, failure to remove gloss, painting over
Q. — When you put on vargrease, putting on a second
nish remover, how long must it
coat before the first was thorremain there before you try to
oughly dry, too many coats .take off the varnish?
over the years without proper
A. — At least as long as the
surface preparation.
directions on the container say,
but never less. A common misQ. — I want to apply a penetake is to begin the scraping or
trating wood sealer to our livrubbing before the remover has
ing-room floor to make it gloshad time to do its work. If,
sy. Do I have to take off the old
after you start to scrape or
finish, which probably is varrub, the old finish seems to be
nish although it doesn't have a
resistant, stop and apply a secshine?
ond coat of remover right over
A. — Penetrating wood sealer
the first. Wait the required
does not have a natural gloss.
time and then start a second
It sinks into the wood, therefore
time.
should not be applied to a floor
which has an old finish on it.
(The techniques of using varAre you sure you don't already
nish, lacquer, shellac, remover.
have a penetrating sealer on
stain, bleach, etc., are detailed
the floor, since it has no shine?
in Andy Lang's booklet, "Wood
However, the gloss could have
Finishing in the Home," availworn out over the years. Varable by sending 50 cents PLUS
nish sets atop a surface, wood
a long, stamped, self-addressed
sealer does not. If the old finish
envelope to Know-How, P. 0.
is varnish, you have to remove
Box 477, Huntington, N. Y.
it before putting on the sealer.
11743. Questions of general inIf the old finish is a sealer,
terest will be answered in the
clean the floor and apply the
column, but individual correnew sealer.
spondence cannot be undertaken.)

ON THE
WE BACK UP WHAT WE SELL!

.HOUSE

CERTIFIED TVA INSTALLER

65' ZARK LOG
HOMES

Stove Shoppe
Quality Stoves Quality Service

753-6774

Hwy. 121 By-Pass

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
For years, homeowners were
warned that most of their
houses were underinsured because inflation had increased
values so substantially.
The problem of inadequate
coverage on structures became
less and less severe as more
and more insurance policies
carried provisions that automatically kept coveraee in line

They're Falling Again!
Sit bock and enjoy the hill westber: Let T & D
Landscaping & town Maintenance
remove your leaves quickly sad efficiently.
FREE ESTIMATES
ON THE SAME
DAY YOU CALL

We Also Have Trained Personnel
To Prune Trees and Shrubbery
— —
—
-

Wr...715

-

!Are—
•Idoemicir
•la rataAtiammfte

1181D Landscaping

with rising prices.
Generally, the coverage of
the contenta of a house is equal
to half the amount of the total
insurance. So, as the total coverage goes up, the coverage on
the contents also goes up. What
has happened, though, is that,
in many cases, the Increase is
not enough to cover the actual
cash value of better-than-average furniture, carpets, drapes,
etc. Policy holders can protect
themselve from partial recovery for the loss of such items
by getting an endorsement to
the homeowners policy that
provides for "replacement value on contents." With that endorsement, claims are paid on
a "new for old" basis. Without
the endorsement, claims are
settled on the basis of cash value that takes into account depreciation.
It is. the high quality, difficult-to-replace items — such as
jewelry, paintings, sculptures
and antiques — that present
particular problems, since
homeowner policies limit their
coverage to an amount far below the actual cost of replacement. On silverware, for example, most states limit coverage to an amount very much
below what it would cost to buy
a new set.

and Lawn Maintenance
Offering Commercial & Residential Landscaping

1907 Coldwater Rd. 759-1913

ENJOY COMPUTING WITH
THE AFFORDABLE MODEL III

kav

• For Home or
Professional Use
• Set•Home Budget
• Store Personal
Mailing Lists
•
• Play Games with the
Whole Fatvilv
• 16K Memory
• Later— Add More
Memory, Disk-Drives

Radio lhaek
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

Here's a great gift for
work or play! Comes
complete with 12"
video display. Handsome, one-piece desktop cabinet. Learn to
program with our
easy-to-read manual,
or add an optional
cassette recorder to
use ready-to-run
programs.

_

SEE IT AT YOUR NEAREST
RADIO SHACK STORE,
COMPUTER CENTER
OR PARTICIPATING DEALER

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVOUAL STORES AND DEALERS
#i

quiet
automatic
cellar
draining

SUBMERSIBLE
CELLAR DRAINER
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floor plan

THIS LEISURE HOME FEATURES A passive solar
heating system. The living-dining area has a ceiling that
rises to over 14 feet in height. Three bedrooms are located on
one side of a hall while two baths and a central utility room
are on the other. Plan HA1128H has 1,443 square feet. For
more information write — enclosing a stamped, selfaddressed envelope — to Homes for Living, 107-40 Queens
Blvd., Forest Hills, N.Y. 11375.

Finding functional Furniture
For Modest Price Is Problem

sewing techniques might price
it at $159. Another maker might
offer a product that looked the
same,but with only one density
of foam and poor manufacturing techniques, for $99.
The chair for $159 would be
the better value, although uninformed consumers would be
likely to choose the $99 chair.
Many consumers would think
the $159 model was a rip-off
when actually it is the other
way around, said Secon. He
added that better products will
continue to suffer until consumers become more aware
shoppers, and manufacturers
become more adept at telling
their product story.
Secon's studio, which specializes in home furnishings products and space planning for furniture stores, employs from 6
to 10 designers whose skills
range from architecture and
drafting to graphics and industrial design. The enterprise,
which occupies part of an old
basketball court in the former
Bridgeport (Corm.) Boys Club,
is a typical example of the sort
of environment from which
many of the new ideas for
home furnishings products
emerge.
The barn-like workshop is divided into a variety of areas
with sections set apart for metalworking, woodworking and
sewing operations. On a recent
visit, one could observe mOdels
of completed jobs hanging from
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••sql
•
•
For all your Travel Reservations Coll
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
There are well-designed home
furnishings at the upper end of
the price scale and there also
are plenty of inexpensive, mediocre products.
There is, however, a shortage
of well-designed products at
moderate prices, according to
one designer.
Edward Secon, who enjoys
creating functional furnishings
that sell for modest prices,
thinks he sees where the problem is. He says the home furnishings industry is so competitive that many of the niceties — the details that separate a mediocre product from a
well-designed one — must be
eliminated in the manufacturing process to pare costs.
The company making volume
products is inhibited by the
ability of competitors to copy a
design very quickly and for less
money by eliminating some of
the steps that made the item
worth copying in the first
place. In this way, some manufacturers find integrity is a luxury rather than an advantage,
as it is with more costly products where there is less competition based solely on price.
An example of his point may
be seen in inexpensive all-foam
seating, said Secon. A manufacturer taking pains to properly
produce a chair with several
densities of foam and the best

the walls and prototypes of new
products in several stages of
development.
"We like to work in three dimensions and construct a model as soon as possible," explained Secon. One such model
was a chair in several stages of
development. It will be introduced at the North Carolina
Furniture Market by its manufacturer next April.
like many of Secon's designs, the idea for the chair
came to him from observing
nature.
"The manufacturer asked for
a less expensive outdoor chair
and the idea of a leaf came to
me because of the veining or
skeleton of the leaf which supports a lot of weight for its
size," he said.
Working from the leaf concept, he made a drawing and
then a small doll-sized model,
bending metal rods into the superstructure and cutting out a
leaf-like piece of fabric for the
seat.
The stages of development
represented by several versions
of the chair show a progression
from a stiff, rather unbending
shape to the final version — an
undulating, graceful form that
looks nothing like a leaf, yet
has some of the characteristics
of the leaf form.
Secon, who taught at Parsons
School of Design in New York
for 15 years, says the main
products a designer has to offer
are creativity and the ability to
solve a problem.
As a teacher who helped
many young people acquire the
skills needed to become designers, he is convinced that the
harnessing of creativity into
problem-solving can be taught
in school, even though that is
not the way he did it.
Secon describes himself as an
undisciplined individual who
started attending college
classes at night while still in
high school. He dropped out of
high school.
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Prevent flooding of your basement
recitation room or
laundry area with this new
OtTlcie!.)feller Drainer liom
STA-BITE It operates in the
Sump. is quiet, automatic and
dependable Its portable
useful for draining ponds or ex
cavations STA-RITE Cellar
Drniners Sold and Serviced by.
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No job is too big when you
take on the right Partner
From th.eprofessional
Absolute design.
woodsman who depends on precision, high power to
weight ratio, proven
a strong and powerful saw
reliability and
like the P-100, to the
114 ,1111.1.WIWI Will, rlivelk

reliable all-around saw like
the S-50, Partner has the
right saw for any
woollcutting lob.

.41 Itliett

Imagratily!oasis

system are just some of
characteristics that make
Partaer chain saws the
ear9est, fastest and catesi_
ttttttI
Stop in and see your
Partner dealer today. And
filid yourself the right

'

r

Partner.

Harrell's Farm & Home Supply
Calloway County's Complete Supply.Store 753-7862truvityycs.y94KEy

Soils for Loss • W&-Mott Sells foe Loss• Wol-Mat SoNs for Lass• Woi-Mort Suds low Loss •W4446,1 Salle for Lee,•WetAllan Soils for Lots • WO-Nowt Sons ea. Uri. • **4-spswe S•lis to. L"

Moe

Tues. Nov. 10 thru Sat. Nov. 14, 1981
641 N.& Bel Air Shop. Ch.
Murray
Mon.-Sat.9-9 Sun. 12-6
an=

3

;

Eihrsal

waussart

TV
SPECIAL

Aar•/11.•••

Save 10.00
Saw Table
•20"x27"x3/4"
Fiber board work
surface
*Rugged baked
enamel steel legs
•Can be used with
circular saw, router or
sabre saw for professional quality
results
*No. TST-1
'Reg. 49.88

•

111.I

7,96

You
Chorie•

Save Up To 2.02 On

Black & Decker
Power Tool
Accessories
*Includes: 10 Pc. driN bit set
No. 71-010,6 Pc. bit set
1 4"carbide tip
No. U1670,7/
circ. saw blades No. 71247,
3 pc router trrt set No. U2498
*Reg 9 43-998

a

Super Value
7 Piece Copper Clad Cookware Set
•Stainless Steel with copper clad

bottoms
•1 Qt. & 2 qt. pans with covers, 4 qt. saucepan
cover, 9" fry panANo HHS1-3028

with

3

.5

3

258.84

—J.

Is

Save 8.00
Tachometer
•Easy to install
•For cars, RV's, vans &
pickups
•No. CP-7901
•Reg. 41.88

Save 10.00
Canon 35 mm
Camera
!Automatic single reflex
camera
*Viewfinder information
*Compact & light weight
*Instant response siliconel
metering
*Easy to use
*No. AE-1
•Reg. 268.84

V

Save 3.94
FM Antenna Booster
•Mobile FM
stereo signal amplifier
•No. ASC-100
•Reg.$19.88

CorningWere
Grab Ito

,

•Sets of 2.' while
•Seyve freeze. bake & slog,
•Lids nor included
•hCo P-150

Good Tinto 21 Pc.
Party Sof
*Glass crystal
*6 Each of '5, or beef
1 2t/ or bey 9 or ,oc•s
8 or wine
•No 3100/266
•Reo 1 7
"
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PRESTO

G.E.
Food
Processor

,I 1 1
MEW!
••••ovID

sT

Reg $44.88

•

,TV
SIMOAL

Everyday Low Price
Lir Griddle
•11x17" Surface
•Non-stick coating
*Slide out drip tray
'Detachable control
'No. LG-1

Nylint
Overnight
Express

8 Fl. Oz.
Reg.$1.54
Sole

100 Ct. Bags
Reg.$1.74

1.07

Sale

1.43

Egg
Shaped
Terrariums

20 Lb.

Potting
Soil

No 820

14.94

Sale
brs As.%

Clip Clop
Wonder Horse
Reg.$59.68 Sale

Reg. 1.86

Reg.$4.96

it

3.88
vicks-%WO'
NIGHTTIME

COLDS
MEDICINE

140z.
Reg.$4.28

Merlin Game

PPII1
P
OP

Sale

"-7

26.93

Reg. 86'

Sale

_
1

.37

4 Oz. Reg. 1.74

53.66 1.37

i

Sale

rNiIWS

ot.c

2/1.00
',PLANTER(
sts

Cups

1
f

1.* ,1,10.;,„,,,,necuo•
.7us
'

Solo
Plastic
Party Cups

1 Gal.

3.76

Sait

1•

16 Oz.

4\141:4.v.;;

Reg. 1.48

97C
68c
Reg.83

1

•
PLANTERS

20 12O.

ANnUE
Pen-B01
- iti.4"
0 1

5.1
/04 sn . IJOVV-ID

22.96

' •

35
.88

1.1011.1110..

Your
Final
Cost

$9 00

JO+ SII

0

Less Rebate
$9.00

•

0°.iusw.P')
414
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Planter's Snacks
Reg.89'& 94'

Sole

73`

e Care About You Our Customer,•
2
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WALTMART
Al$100

In
Sole

I Reg.23`

(n
I6
t
Toddler Pants
•

Sale

Plastic
Sink Set

(Stretch Waist)
Sizes 4-7 Reg. 2.96

158.00

Reg. 2.88

2.00

(Picture Illustration Only)
Variable Speed,
Reversible Blades

Save 1 50
Mens V-Neck
Sweater
•
•
•BanGfd
•Sizu:

.
,^

Dickie
Twill
Jeans
S11.44

*Re::

Reg.

Sole

f
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for Less • WelMert Sells for Less •WelAtege Sells leg Loss •Wei-Megt Sells fog Loss• WelMegt Sells fag Loss •Wal-morr Sells For Less • Wal-Mart
Salk fog Loss • W

Come To Wal-Mart For Gifts
Both Terrific & Nice„„
Cause only we've gotthem at
Such a Great Everyday Low Price!
Everyday Low Price

Milton Bradley's
Battleship or
Operation Games

•Fun ior mewnoie family'
'Nos 4545 & 4730

Ynur Choice__

OUW
rHE DOCT0111

6A4
Save 1.59
Golden Dream
Barbie

LIFIC
A

•5 Pc set
including
curling iron
•No. 1874.Reg.943

Super Value
Black & Decker
Rotary Power Cutter

rSuper Value
• Black & Decker
/
3
4 H.P.Router

Save 3.01
Super or Powder Puff Hot Cycle
•For. kids 3108 •Adiustable seat
•Assembly required
•No. 1708/1114 .Reg 18.44 ea

•Perfdrms various cutting
jobs
•variable speed switch
•f)„uble insulated.
,c-?os no grounding
- 7975

•Routs •groqi,es trrrnS
*Bout)le•insulated
steeds no grounding.
•No 760`4

'HAMILTON BEACH

Napkins, Pkg. of 4

4.76

EVelSrday Low Price
Lace Tablecloths & Napkins
•Eletiant lace wt#Afforal design

•Ysfhl*Or beige iiVioose from most popular
rectangular & round Styles,60108,60x92,
60it66, or 70" roUndtablectoths
•17Z17 Napkins

WAIAVIART

Save 5.91
Kodak Ektralite 10
Camera Outfft
•Buitt-in flash
•Lens cover
•Includes camera, film
& battery
•No. AL1OR
•Reg 35 88

Everyday Low Price
Food Processor
•2-Speed food
processor grinds
meat, kneads dough,
grates cheese &
aces

39.88

Our
Everyday
Low
Price
kfleiHn
Rebate
Your
Final Cost

WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POUCY,
It Si our intention to have every advertised item in stock, however, if
due to any unforeseen reason, an advertised illorn is nod evadable for purchase, Wal-Mart will issue a Rain Check on request,
for the merchandise to be purchased at the Sete Obi whenever evadable, or wil see you a similar item at a cexiiperabie
reduction in price. We reserve the right to limit quantieen

al-mart Sells Fog Less • WoWeart Soils for Loss • Wol-Mart Soils for LASS •Wol-Mort Soils fog Loss •WM-Mort Sells for Less • Wal-Mort Sells for Lass •Wal-Mort WI.for Loss • Wal-Mart Sells for Less
• Wal-1

1
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State Adopts Investment Guidelines

A MURRAY pastor was among theme attending the recent annual meeting of
the Campbellsville College Church Relations Council. Rev. Jerrell G. White,far
right, pastor of Memorial Baptist Church In Murray, talks with, from left, Dr.
Lewis A. Drummond, Billy Graham Professor of Evangelism,Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary, Louisville,and Rev.Ken Forman of Maysville.

Veteran Of World II
Discusses Years Of Torture
CINCINNATI (AP) —
Clifford Hotchkiss says
he never discussed his 45.
months as a prisoner of
war during World War II
— until now.
"I got mad when every
publication came out and
never said anything
about what the Army did
at Wake Island," said
Hotchkiss, who retired in
1959 as an Army master
sergeant.
Hotchkiss' World War
II momentos were placed
on display this week in
the Cincinnati Public
Library, where U.S.
District Judge Carl Rubin
will give a Veterans Day
address Wednesday.
Despite the years, Hotchkiss' blue eyes well
with tears as he recalls
the agony of those 45
months in Japanese
prison camps in China

Anthropologist
Studies
Human Skull
CYNTHIANA, Ky.
(AP)-- Law
enforcement officials
gave Dr. David Wolf,. a
University of Kentucky
forensic anthropologist, a
human skull Monday
from a rural part of Harrison County.
The skull was
discovered by school
children, according to
Kentucky State Police.

and Japan. "It wasn't a
pleasant experience,'he
said.
"Not for years would I
talk about any of this,"
said Hotchkiss, who
would not discuss fully
the extent of the torture
and beatings. He said
that material is available
in publications he dictated for historians.
Hotchkiss was one of
four Army Air Corps
radio men assigned to
Wake Island when the
Japanese attacked and
captured it in December
1941.
While the Marines
fought, he and the other
radio men kept the
communications system
open despite Japanese efforts to bomb it.
Finally, they surrendered Dec. 23,1941.
In January 1942 the
government telegraphed
his family that he was
killed. They later learned
he was a prisoner.
Most of the prisoners
were forced to work in
Japanese steel mills and
shipyards, he said.
Despite harsh treatment
at the hands of his
captors, Hotchkiss said
many Japanese civilians,
at great risk, smuggled
food and vitamins to the
prisoners.
worked with some
Japanese who were
wonderful people," said

Hotchkiss. Although he
has thought about them
often, he has never
returned to Osaka,
Japan.
While building radios in
a shipyard, guards
discovered he had built a
radio receiver from
stolen parts, and he was
punished.
Hotchkiss said he was
forced to kneel on poles
for four hours while he
was questioned and
beaten. His calf was
punctured with a bamboo
stick,and he was sentenced to 14 days of solitary
confinement.
During his isolation,
another Cincinnati
native, Pfc. Earl Broyles,
left-him food and clothing
in a latrine. Hotchkiss
even laughed a little
when he talked of the way
he and Broyles stole rice
and soybeans from their
captors.
"Broyles was the only
person who was captured
and with me the entire
time," he said, until they
were released in August
1945.
They celebrated with
their -last pack of
American cigarettes.
He and Broyles never
marcheetri a homecoming parade, said
Hotchkiss.
"When the war ended,
it just ended for us," he
said.

FRANKFORT, Ky.
t AP — A state conuniasion has adopted
guidelines that represent
"a step forward for the
state" and should help
the Investment Commission attain its goal of a
maximum reams on the
state's assets.
The guidelines give the
state an outline to follow
when investing its funds,
according to Dr. Jim
Ramsey,executive director of the Office of Investment and Debt
Management.
Under the guidelines
adopted Monday, the
treasurer is encouraged
to offer state deposits to
Kentucky banks in the
form of certificates of
deposit "at the current
market interest rate."
If the Kentucky banks
decline to pay the going
rate, however, the
guidelines call for placing
the deposits in "money
center 'financial
institutions paying the
highest rate of interest
for collateralized
deposits."
The c_ommission
adopted the goal several
months ago over the
objections of state
Treasurer Drexel!Davis.
One of his primary ob-

Human Bones
Discovered
GEORGETOWN, Ky.
(API — Human bones
were found last week during the renovation of a
house in Georgetown, according to authorities.
.Scott County Coroner
Marvin Yocum called in
Dr. David Wolf, a
forensic anthropologist
from the University of
Kentucky, to examine the
bones.
The bones were found
under a trap door that
had been nailed shut. A
skull, arm and three ribs
were discovered by
workmen.
Yocum said Wolf determined that the bones
were that of a woman in
her 30s.-He said they were
not more than 10 years
old.
Authorities are treating
the case as a possible
homicide, Yocum said.

jecisons tt as the potential
he saw for removing state
deposits from 'Kentucky
banks in favor of higher
rates offered b) out-ofstate institutions.
Davis was not
represented at Monday's
meeting by( his office
apparently did not
dispute that part of the
guidelines.
Grant Satterly of the
debt management office
said the treasurer's
objections focused on giv-

-•

FRANKFORT, K).
AP) — Franklin Circuit
Judge Henry Meigs has
given both sides until
Jan. 15, 1982 to present
'evidence in a suit to
determine the legality of
surrogate parenting in
Kentucky.
Meigs set the deadline
following a hearing
Monday.
The suit was filed last
January by state Attorney General Steve
Beshear after the highly
publicized birth of a baby
in Louisville last
November by a surrogate
mother.
The baby was born to
an Illinois woman who
was hired by a Louisville
couple to bear the baby.
The husband was the
baby's natural father
through arlificial
insemination and the wife
adopted the infant shortly
after its birth.
Beshear had issued an
opinion saying the arrangement violated
several Kentucky laws.

Who
Is(Was?)
D.B.
Cooper
Find Out Sat.
In Central Center

Buchanan Feed"

Cattle Specials
Round Bole Hay
Cattle Feeder $72.50'

36% Purina Cattle
Blocks'350
Salt
Loose Bag Salt SO Lb. $2.25
White Bks-$3.45
Sulpher Bks.-$3.85 Meat Salt 50 lb. $3.50
Sugar Cure 7 1/i LB. $3.50
T.M. Bks.-4.00

Check Our Bulk Prices

Buchanan Feed
/53-5378

PURINA
CHOWS

We Custom Mix
Salt Orders Murray, Ky.
Industrial Rd.

-
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WILDERNESS
SOLID OAK

3•Th- ?-;
4%1,7

DINING ROOM
•4 Oak Side Chairs &
•48" Pedestal Base
Table & 2-10" Leaves

Get a$50tatefifivetnthe
amazing Auto-Cook. Get a$50firtallactpethe
new Litton•Aire.

Losu,t 54995

Reg.$699.95
Sale $599.95
Rebate $50.00
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BASE &
DECK( Shows
bre
Factory Retail 9012.

• Van-Cook oven control cooks reheats
roasts, simmers, warms or defrosts
• Easy-to-set 35-mlnute expanded KA&
Omer
Ai Large aasy-dean 1 2 cu II err* witenor
•100-650 watts
•Sealed-on pyro-cerarrec shelf
•Optional famlly-ase Micro-Brownei. gra
sears Was. browns

Reg.$399.05

114 NORTH TN
NAMED
247•5l2

Heat Bulbs'1" 1.
Smiley Says
"Keepiem Smilin & Growin
With Purina Feed And

COCHRANE'S

LITTON REBATE DAYS.

Now

Call us today

7-1 $7.° too Lb s..
5-1 '7" mu g.
s6,..
11ed
Shelled

Trevathan's

SAVE$
50DURING

Copier on
the blink?

Better •4•11 tne new -re-y
',habit.- A B 0,01 gg.0
pram paper rnc•a,
The Widnes ct •hr
•ranted...fretures
r. Chines costong'50% more
--oricoudong
.ilrfatiely
to mak. 11
17 copes
copy both sloes arid us*
most any and of paper inCIUding OVVhfril0 trans" pare,
cies and labels

smith ...id when told of
obection
Smith chairs the Investment Commission.
holding the proxy of Gov
John Y Brown Jr
Another portion of the
guidelines stipulates that
the interest rate-the slate
.1 don't believe getting receives on
certificates of
rate comparisons is an in- deposit -shall
in no case
fringement on anyone's be less than the
bond
a uthorit),•' I keputy Com- equivalent
yield on
merce Secretary Gene treasury

The guidelinesleqiure
that the commission
determine the interest
rate b)i,hecking those offered b) a minimum four
banks and that the
commission decide which
banks to check

Surrogate
Parenting
Questioned

Residents Protest
Tax Increase
CARLISLE, Ky. (AP)
— About 150 Nicholas
County residents showed
up Monday for the county's fiscal court meeting
to protest a tax increase
for ambulance service.
Last Tuesday Nicholas
County residents voted
down a 10-cent increase
in property valuation to
fund a county-wide ambulance service. The next
day the fiscal court passed a 3'z-cent increase for
the same service.
The residents at Monday's meeting voiced opposition to the move.
saying the court acted
against the voters'
wishes. The fiscal court
then rescinded. its
decision.
Nicholas County currently has two privatelyowned ambulance services run by funeral
homes. The funeral
homes say they will end
service at the end of the
year.
County Judge Executive Reese Smoot
said that since the tax has
been called off, he doesn't
know what the county will
do for ambulance service
after Jan. 1,1982.

ins the Investment Commission the right to select
the banks to be surveyed
when yields or interest
rates are being determined on treasury bans and
repurchase agreements
Under _ such agreements, the state buys the
security for a- short
period and then sells it
back to a bank for an interest gain.

Our $A09
Price %au
Bank Rate
Financing

$29995,

CLAYTON'S
HOME ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS

FREE
DELIVERY
Here's your op rtunity to own dining furniture of rugged oak Retains at tiagdsneness
--through generat/rtill
An expression of ,tobility,- of fine craftsmanship, qf your
personal pride in. carefu , selecting correct appointments for gracious dining or informal
•
fansily meals
•

Murray, Ky.
Across From Walmart

Mir

REVATHAN
FURNITURE
1 71 7 Broadway ... Ph.
442-2236

Paducah, Ky.
•

Snorts
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Racers Televised

Police Form Boxing Club

Contracts Announced
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
ABC-TV overlooked
Murray State's football
game this season against
Eastern Kentucky, but
the Racers' sports programs will be making up
the overlook threefold
during the basketball
season.
Reports were confirmed Monday afternoon that
three times during the
1981-82 roundball season
the Racers games would
be televised.
The telecast will be to
national or regional audiences t.12inning Dec. 7
when the F 1.•hting Irish of
Notre Dame host the
Racers in South Bend,
Ind.
That contest will be
broadcast live by WPSD-

TV in Paducah to its
four-state audience.
The second Racer
game televised will be
Jan.3 when MSU plays at
Bowling Green against
the defending Ohio Valley
Conference champ
Western Kentucky. The
game was -originally
scheduled for Saturday
night, Jan. 2, but was
moved to noon Sunday for
the TV benefits.
The MSU-WKU game

will be televised as part
of the Ohio Valley Conference's six-game
package for' regional
broadcast to Kentucky
and Tennessee. ESPN
will also broadcast the
game nationally as part
of its' 91-game collegiate
basketball package.
Clarksvile's Dunn
Center will be the site of
the third MSU televised
game when the Racers
visit Austin Peay Feb. 7
for another re-scheduled
contest on noon Sunday.
The MSU-APSU game is
also part of the OVC contract with the Kentucky
Educational Television
system.
ESPN has also contracted to cover the finals
of the OVC tournament
beginning March 5 at the
sit of the league champ.

By MATTSANDERS
News Editor
Before the sun comes
up, Shawn Simmons and
Tim Hosapple are hard at
work.

It's not a regular eighthour job but workouts
consisting of 100 aitups,
100 pushups, 11
/
2 hours on
the heavy bag and 30
minutes of sparring.

Both are fighters in the
recently-formed Murray
Police Department Boxing Club.
Formed and coached
by Officer Rickey

No.1 Colonels Anxious
To Promote Playoffs
nessee Tech 63-10, clinching the Ohio Valley
Conference title.
"I think if we're rated
No.1 then we should have
the advantage of playing
our first game at home,"
said Kidd. "I wish they'd
give us the go-ahead right
now to start promoting
Eastern Kentucky, not the game. I think we
surprisingly, is the top- could fill the place."
The Colonels are 9-1
rated club in Division IAA football: The Colonels this year, dropping only a
gained a berth in the 24-0 decision to Navy. _
Eastern Kentucky
playoffs last Saturday
when they humbled Ten- plays at 20,000-seat

RICHMOND, Ky.(AP)
- Being the No.1 ranked
team in NCAA Division
I-AA should carry some
privileges, such as
hosting the first game in
the playoffs, says
Eastern Kentucky Coach
Roy Kidd.

!\ - Al Zimmerman invites you to
\\Trenhohn's -Restaurant
I\
to try the best

‘i

breakfast in town!
We Will Be Open
At 4:00 A.M.
Thru Dear Season and
Again Nov. 21 for
Duck Season

Hunter Special
2 Eggs, Toast or Biscuit & Gravy,
Bacon or Sausage & Coffee

I

Hangar Field, where it
has had a considerable
amount of success the
past few seasons.
Since 1977 the Colonels
have won 24 straight
games. During that time
they have lost eight times
on the road.
Eastern Kentucky
hosted a playoff game in
1979, but only 5,100 fans
showed up for the game
against Nevada-Reno.
But the school only found
out five days before the
game that it would be in
the playoffs.
The Colonels went up to
beat Nevada-Reno and
Lehigh for the national
championship.
Last year Eastern Kentucky lost in the finals to
Boise State.
The expanded playoff
field from four to eight
teams guaranteed the
OVC of a spot for its
champion.
Other conferences with
automatic bids are the
Big Sky, Yankee,
Mid -Eastern and
Southwest Athletic.
South Carolina State
has clinched the MidEastern championship
and is 8-2 in all games.
The Colonels blanke4
South Carolina State 26-0
in their season opener.
Some of the top independent teams vying '
for a place are Tennessee
State, Delaware and
Lehigh.
The first- and secondround games will be
played Dec. 5 and 12. The
championship game will
be Dec. 19 at Wichita
Falls, Texas.

• NEW EQUIPMENT-Shawn Simmons(above and below left) of the Murray
Police Department Boxing Club works out on the newly acquired equipment for
the fledgling club. Sparring with Simmons (below) is Tim Hosapple, another
club member.
-Photos by MattSanders
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and asked to join the club,
Latimer said.
Around Jan. 1, the club
will be given a 20-foot
ring, purchased by David
Rogers, former boxing
coach at the University of
Tennessee at Martin and
owner of 1890's Ice Cream
Parlor.
Rogers also will assist
Latimer in coaching the
boxers.
With Rogers
assistance, Latimer
hopes he will be able to
keep the gym open all day
every day.
Physical fitness and
boxing fundamentals are
stressed by Latimer to
his boxers.
Several Murray
fighters will travel to
Jackson Dec.5 for a fight
night with several teams
from the Mid-South,
Latimer said.
In its last tourney three
weeks ago, Simmons
received a trophy for
"outstanding sportsmanship." Latimer said
Simmons lost a "close
decision" to a boxer
who was named "best
fighter."
With the addition of the
ring in January, Latimer
hopes to stage fight
nights in Murray next
summer. All fights would
be sanctioned by the
AAU, member of the U.S.
Boxing Association.
Latimer requested that
anyone wishing to donate
equipment or money to
the boxing club should
contact either he or Jerry
Lee at the Police department.

Collegiate Rodeo
Dates Announced

LOUISVILLE, Ky. Louisville.
The owners have been
(AP)
- A group trying to
•Try Our German Pot
bring professional told by league counsel
Roast on Tues. Hight
baseball back to that Redbirds' owner A.
Louisville is going ahead Ray Smith is within is
with a $4.5 million fund- legal rights to move the
raising effort even though team. The only apparent
they don't officially have hangup at this point is a
shift of the Des Moines,
a team.
Homestyle Cooking
But a vote is expected Iowa, team to
At Reasonable Prices
this week by American Springfield.
1206 Chestnut St.
Dan Ulmer, who has
Association league
Hrs: 5-2 Mon.
owners that will approve been at the forefront of
5-9 p.m. This.
the transfer of the Spr- the Louisville effort, said
5-2 Wed.-Sat.6-2 Sen.
ingfield, Ill., Redbirds to that his committee has
raised $2.3 million of the
$4.5 million necessary to
remodel Fairgrounds
Stadium. He said some
potential donors have
eal
taken a "wait-and-see"
attitude until the deal is
acco.a.xt,
finalized.
•• - "Cti-ak r/
"We all realize this is
an urgent project, and we
Then you must NOT be CHECKING with HOME FEDERAL!
have to get moving on it,"
he said. "It would have
been better, of course, if
it had all been cleared up,
Our CHECKING ACCOUNT is the Best in town because it offers you but the lack of the official

$1.75

Latimer, members of the
boxing club fight in
scheduled tournaments in
Jackson, Huntington
and Memphis.
Sanctioned by the
Amateur Athletic Union
(AAU), all fights are
three two-minute
rounds.
Latimer started the
club because he was interested in boxing. He
also said an interest for
such a club was expressed by several people.
Plans for the club
began about seven months ago and became a
reality when Mayor
Melvin B. Henley and
Murray Municipal
Utilities Superintendent
Tommy Marshall allowed
Latimer to set up a gym
in the old street department garage on 2nd
Street - now known as
the 2nd Street Gym.
The Fraternal Order of
Police then donated 8500
to the club for equipment.
Latimer purchased
heavy bags, speed bags,
gloves and headgear.
"In high school, we
didn't have boxing
facilities. I've loved boxing all my life," Latimer
said, "I'd do anything for
these kids."
Due to conflicting work
schedules, Latimer holds
training for Simmons and
Hosapple from 4 a.m. to
6. Other boxers work out
later in the day. The club
currently has 10 fighters
and several others are
working to get in shape.
Several people also
have stopped by the gym

Murray State has announced the dates for its
annual collegiate rodeo,
sanctioned by the National Intercollegiate
Rodeo Association.
The rodeo events will
be conducted nightly at
the Western Kentucky
Expo Center beginning at
7:30 p.m. Nov.19-21.
Cattle and bucking
stock will be provided by
the 77 Ranch Rodeo Co. of
Caulfield, Mo.
Contestants for the
Ozark Region of the
NIRA will be coming
from approximately 14
schools in seven states.
Murray State has the
only rodeo team in Kentucky and has sent team

vote has not been a major
handicap."
The group hopes to
have the stadium ready
for the opening of the 1982
season.
Ulmer said a "Bucks
for Baseball" drive has
been planned for this
weeKend. He said radio
stations will solicit donations and that volunteers
will man street corners
and intersections in the
county asking for
donations.
Grid Poll
The team already has a
logo that shows -a carThe Top Twenty teams in The
dinal perched on a Associated
Press college football
baseball bat against a poll, with firstplace votes in
parentheses,
season's record and
background featuring the
points.
city's symbolic total
Points based on 2114-111.17-11-1.14-13-13fleur-de-lis. It will be on 11-114444443-2-1.
the team's batting /Pittsburgh(63)8-0-01,343
/Clemson(7)9401,272
helmets, and also 011 3.Southern Cal(8)9-141,132
4.Georgia 8-1-01,121
sweatshirts and posters.
5.Penn St. 7-141,043
"I'm really big on the 6.Alabarna
7-1-1935
logo," Ulmer said. "I 7.Nebraska 7-2-0793
8.So.Methoclist 8-1-0791
think it says a lot about 9.Arisona
St. 744783
Louisville.
10.Texas8-1-1754

Gospel
Meeting
Hickory Grove
-Church of Christ
Nov. 12-15(Thtirs.-Sun.)
7:30 p.m. Nighly
,7\ Speaker: Walter Pigg
Everyone is invited.

members to the national
finals in Bozeman, Mont.,
for the past several
years, including Ozark
Regional Champion
womens teams and •the
Regional Champion saddlebronc and steer
wrestler.
The MSU girls team
will be defending its title
in the Ozark Region and
the mens team will be
competing hard to overtake the University of
Tennessee at Martin
which edged it out for the
Regional team title last
year.
Ticket information for
the three nights of rodeo
action can be obtained by
calling the Expo Center,
753-8890.

Sports In Brief

11.Michigan 7-2-0738
12.1fia,Fla.640670
13.North Carolina 740509
14.So.kfississippi 741465
15.0klahoma 641368
IL Arkansas u-24356
17.Washington St. 7-1-1222
18.UCLA 6-2-1180
19.Hawaii 7-04127
20.Florida St.6-3-0113

Bowling
Bowling Standings
Diller or DetlaN
NovemberI,unTeam
•
W
L
East Y Grocery
28
12
Lucky Strikes
24
16
Paradise Kennels
21
19
The Honey Tree
11
N
Carpenter's Cleanup .15
25
The
Three
11
28
Teem Game(SC)
'aChienap• '
Strikes
S.'419
East Grocery
471
High TeeniGame(HC)
Lucky 'Mikes
038
The Lucky Three
120
East Y Grocery
802
High Team Serbs(SC) - ~"
Carpenter's Cleanup
1402
East Y Grocery
1366
Luc Stakes
1239
• High Team Sense(BC)
East Y rocery
•
1741
Camftter's Cleanup
' 1813
1.4c Strikes
HMO
•

High Ind.Game(SC)
LoisSmith
LoisSmith
=
Peggy Shoemaker
High Ind.Game(HC)
Kim Dodd,.
Peggy Shoemaker
Sally Sawyer
MO Ind.Series(SC)
Lois Smith
Pat Hesselrode
Nancy Todd
High hxl.Series(HC)
Kim Dodd
Lois Smith
Sally Sawyer
HO Averages
j
Lois Smith
Pat Hesselrode
Nancy Todd
Jean Phillips
Peggy Shoemaker
Hilda Bennett
Sue Lax
Peggy Bebber
Mary /Watt
Sally Sawyer

189
.188
175
729
220
219
545
496
466
639
605
601
175
170
154
148
143
143
142
140
139
135

Basketball
NEW YORK (AP) Center Mychel Thompson, who has helped the
Portland Trail Blazers to
a 6-0 start this season,
was named Player of the
Week in The National
Basketball Association.
• Thompson • leads the
Trail Blazers with
averages of 20.8 points
and 12.2 rebounds, While
Moab*12shots.
NEW YORK (AP) 'Fines totaling 11,750 were
Imposed against Calvin
Murphy of the Houston
Rockets and Norm Nixon
of the Los Angeles 4akers
for their fight during a
National Basketball
Association
season-opener Oct.30.
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Does This Mean Yanks
Don't Need Reggie?

Eight Tigers
Ea rttAll-WKC
One loss cost Murray High School a shot at the
poet-season playoffs, but the Tigers play
throughout the year convinced coaches of the
- Western Kentucky Conference to name eight MRS
players to their honorary squad.
Eight Tigers, representing Class A division,
made the All-Conference team this year including
quarterback David McCuiston, fullback Steve
McDougal,offensive guard John Purdom,end Ronnie Pace and kicking specialist David Denham.
Defensively the Tigers placed tackle Jeff Cartwright,linebacker Craig Crawford and safety Mark
Boggess on the squad.
"We placed second in the district and only one
team defeated us (Russellville) and they got their
. share of players on the all-Conference team. But
I'm very pleased with the players we had on the
team and I'm very happy for their success," said
Tiger head coach John Hina whose team finished 65 overall and was nipped 17-14 in overtime by
district champs Russellville.
Last year the squad notched a 4-7 mark in Class
AA but was re-aligned in Class A ranks this season.
Of the Tigers earning All-Conference honors this
year only three are seniors - Cartwright, Crawford
and Pace. All of the others, except sophomore Boggess,are juniors.

ALL CONFERENCE — Eight members of the Murray High School football
squad earned All Western Kentucky Conference honors this year including
(front row from left) Mark Boggess, David McCuLston, John Purdom, Craig
Crawford,(standing from left) Steve McDougal, Ronnie Pace, Jeff Cartwright
and David Denham.
Photo By Murray High School.

'No Comment' From Curci

Rumors Fly About Coach's Future
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Kentucky Coach
Fran Curci had "no comment on rumors" that his
contract at the University
of Kentucky will be
terminated at the end of
the season.
The Lexington Leader
reported in a copyright
story Monday that Dr.
Otis Singletary, the
University of Kentucky
president, told Curci his
contract would be terminated. The story said
the coach was told of the
decision one day before
Singletary appointed a
special committee to
evaluate the school's football program.
"I'm working on the
assumption that I have a
three-year contract,"
Curci said on the practice
field Monday afternoon.
"I have no comment on
rumors and that I can
neither confirm nor
deny" the Leader report.

During his weekly
television show on
WTVQ-TV in Lexington
Monday, Curci restated
his position. "I really feel
no comment is best here.
I'm really not going to
confirm nor deny a report
like that," he said.
Curci said that the
question of his status at
the university has been
unsettling to his team.
"I went through this as
a player and they
(players) don't
appreciate anything like
this."
Cliff Hagan, the
school's athletic director,
said he couldn't make a
statement regarding the
accuracy of the story.

Singletary was in
Washington for a meeting
of land-grant colleges and
could not be reached for
comment. His secretary
said Singletary was
scheduled to return
Wednesday.
When he named the
eight-man ad hoc committee on Nov. 3,
Singletary • denied that
Curci's fate had been
"I can't comment on decided.
But The Leader, citing
the accuracy of it," he
said. "I wasn't at any a source elose to the footmeeting so I can neither ball program, said
confirm nor deny (the. Singletary told Curci
report). I can certainly Nov. 2 that the remaining
deny that he has been three years of his
contract would be purfired."

chased at the end of the
season.
The source said the
meeting lasted "15 or 20
minutes" at Singletary's
home. It came less than
48 hours after Kentucky's
seventh straight lass.
The committee is to
make its report at the
Nov. 24 meeting of the UK
Athletics Association's
board of directors, which,
officially, hires and fires
coaches. Those familiar
with UK's sports programs, however,
consider it unlikely that
the board would defy
Singletary's wishes.
The Leader's source
said he thought
Singletary's appointment
of the committee was a
"sham."
• Last Nov. 24, following
a 3-8 season, the athletics
board failed for the first
time to extend Curci's
contract by one year.
"The pressure's been

on me since Nov. 25,"
Curci said after
Saturday's 17-10 victory
over Vanderbilt.
The pressure on Curci
increased in July when
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
lobbied for his dismissal
and urged that former
National Football League
coach George Allen be
hired to replace him.
Curci's yearly salary is
$46,725, which the university will pay if he is fired.
Resolving Curci's radio
and television contracts,
estimated at more than
$100,000 a year, appears
to be a thornier problem.
Curci was hoisted to his
players' shoulders after
the Vanderbilt game and
senior center Steve
Hricenak said, "We
respect him a lot. ... He's
doing the best he can."
"He's handled It well,"
added sophomore cornerback Kerry Baird. "I
hope the win helps save
his job. It's not his fault."

NEW YORK tAPia designated Putter until LaRoche
With an outfield of Dave 'Pus agent. Gary Walker.
John Schneider.
Winfield. Jerni Mum- raised the possibility. Coader$. swat. said ho
phrey and Ken ('.riffey, it
Monday that his chest is iptite with Steinhienner
doesn't take a genius to
willing to give first heart IM, Monday afternoon
figure that Reggie shot' Walker said he and rejected the Yankee
Jackson is the odd man
discussed the possible owner's latest . contract
out of the New York
move with other clubs proposal
Yankees defen.sive align- and will talk about it soon
"The offer didn't reach
ment fornext season
with Yankees owner the level we had set to
Or is he?
George Stembrenner
prevent us from testing
Jackson, a free agent.
The Yankees still could the draft." Schneider
seemed resigned to sign Jackson before said at his office in
finishing out his career as Thursday at midnight. Lafayette. Ls. "It's just
the deadline for a team to insufficient."
sign any of its players
Schneider declined to
'Toppers
who has declared for say what the offer was.
eligibility in Friday's free but the New York Times
agent re-entry draft.
quoted a source familiar
Honored
••1 think Reggie would with the negotiations u
be reasonably com- indicating- it was for less
By OVC
fortable as the designated than $1 million a year.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. hitter, but first he would Guidry has been asking
(AP) — Danny Embree, like to experiment with for an average. of $1.5
a Western Kentucky first base," Walker said million.
tailback, is the Ohio from his office at Tempe, The Yankees last week
Valley Conference offen- Ara. -He'd like to try acquired Gnffey from the
sive player of the week first base with a great Cincinnati Reds, and
for his role in the Hilltop- deal of gusto, give it a go. came to terms on a
pers' 19-14 win over I've discussed the idea multiyear contract with
with Reggie in the last the veteran outfielder
Akron.
who was about to test the
Against the Zips on few days
The American League free-agent market.
Saturday, Embree carThe move apparently
ried the ball 27 times for champions could have as
205 yards and the game- many as five of its ended Jackson's career
winning touchdown with players drafted by other as the Yankees' regular
just two minutes clubs with the addition right fielder. His future
Monday of outfielder Lou with the team, if he signs
remaining.
Embree is a sophomore Piniella to the list of those with the Yankees,
who have declared, join- appeared to be as a
from Buffalo, Ky.
.Western Kentucky ing Jackson, Bobby designated hitter until the
linebacker Paul Gray Murcer and pitchers Ron first base possibility was
was named the OVC Guidry and Dave raised by Walker
defensive player of the
weht.
'THE TAILOR SHOP"
He accumulated 12 solo
Any Kind of Alterations
hits, six assists, four
'Hams-Up Or Down
tackles-for-a-loss and a
*Swum - In Or Out
fumble recovery. Gray,
from Gilbertsville, Ky.,
DRESS MAKING
shared defensive honors
Bv Apo,
last week with Eastern
CUSTOM
Kentucky's George
Floyd.
QUILTING
Terry Simmons, a
Come By& Meet
linebacker at Eastern
SIM Mint,
Kentucky, is the OVC
Gardner 101 N. 1201 MerrirY
Tish
rookie of the week.

New Jersey Nets Not Playing Up To Par;
First Victory Delayed For New Coach
By GARY MYERS
AP Sports Writer
The National Basketball Association season
started 11 days ago, but
the New Jersey Nets
were playing as if no one
had told them.
Not until Sunday night
did the Nets finally
register their first victory

of the season and it was
naturally Coach Larry
Brown's first NBA victory since he left the
Denver Nuggets midway
through the 1978-89
season.
"It was a long time
coming," Brown said
after New Jersey's 89-86
decision over the Indiana

20-Point Rally
Gives Cowboys
Win Over Bills
IRVING, Texas (AP) him.
— Dallas quarterback
Running 37 yards
Danny White winged long downfield for the
touchdown passes to touchdown pass on that
Tony Dorsett and Tony play was wide receiver
Hill in a 20-point third Hill, who hauled in the
quarter to rally the ball in the end zone.
Cowboys to a 27-14 NaLinebacker D.D. Lewis
tional Football League intercepted another
victory over the Buffalo wayward Ferguson
Bills Monday night.
aerial to position the
The triumph gave Cowboys for Rafael SepDallas an 8-2 record and tien's 47-yard field goal.
tied the Cowboys with
A 31-yard field goal by
Philadelphia atop the Na- Septien capped the thirdtional Conference East.
period landslide for the
The loss. dropped Buf- Cowboys.
falo to 6-4 and 11
/
2 games
Buffalo jumped ahead
behind American 7-0 on a 17-yard Ferguson
Conference East to Jerry Butler
Division-leading Miami.
touchdown pass.
Dallas, trailing 14-7 at
White responded with a
halftime, struck for two 12-yard scoring strike to
touchdowns in the first tight end Doug Cosbie
2:20 of the third period.
before the end of the first
On the Cowboys' first quarter, but the Bills led
play, Dorsett and White 14-7 at halftime thanks to
combined for a 73-yard some trickery of their
pass-and-run touchdown. own.
Dorsett caught the ball at
Halfback Joe Cribbs
the Buffalo 45, broke the threw is first NFL- TD
tackle of linebacker pass, a13-yarder to Curtis
Lucius Sanford, and sped Br91M as the surprised
to the tiring touchdesotn.
Cowboys thought Cribbs
Rookie Everson Walls would be circling right
then' intercepted a pass end..
by Bills quarterback Joe
Dorsett gained- 117
Ferguson apd returned it yards on 28 carries. He
19'yards toil* auffule_44m surpassed the 1,000-yard
to- set up a Dallas trick mark for the fifth conplay for the. next secutive year — an NFL
touchdown. Dorsett took record for a player in his
handoff from White and first -five years in the
flipped the ball back to league.

Pacers at the
Meadowlands Arena,
"and we did it in a
strange way. We missed
free throws and some
easy shots; but we
defended well down the
stretch. It was kind of
special to see the kids
fight that way."
The game ended on a
bizarre note.
With the Nets leading
87-86 with 26 seconds remaining, Pacers Coach
Jack McKinney told his
team to let the Nets run
out the 24-second clock,
hoping to get the ball at
midcourt with two
seconds remaining.
Instead, Don Buse fouled
Mike Woodson with three
seconds left.
Then, McKinney, last
year's NBA coach of the
year, used Indiana's last
timeout before Woodson
went to the foul line.
Woodson hit both shots
and the Pacers, without
any timeouts left, had to
inbound from the
backcourt, rather than
calling time and taking
the ball from midcourt.
They didn't get a shot off
as time expired. Instead
of explaining his
strategy, McKinney
scolded Buse for fouling
Woodson.

"If they had done what
I asked, if they held on
just one more second, we
would have had the ball,"
McKinney said.
The loss was Indiana's
third in a row after opening the season with a pair
of victories. The Nets had
dropped their first four
games.
In the only other NBA
games played Sunday
night, Portland remained
the only unbeaten team,
making it six in a row
with a 120-116 victory
over Denver and the Los
Angeles Lakers knocked
off the Dallas Mavericks,
121-111.
Ray Williams led the
Nets with 20 points and
Buck Williams had 15, but
Brown was hoping the
victory might win over
the critical New Jersey
fans.
Blazers 120, Nuggets
116
Calvin Natt and Billy
Ray Bates combined for
26 points in the fourth
quarter as the Trail
Blazers kept right on
rolling.
After trailing through
most of the second and
third quarters, the
Blazers finally took the
lead at 99-97 on a jump
shot by Bates, who had 13

Colonial House
, Smorgasbord
Friday Night

Catfish Special

$_465

All You Can Eat
Tax and Drink

v-1-41t
Our Regular Buffet Line
4:30
Closing

Hwy.
641 N.

•

of his 16 points in the last
quarter. Natt scored 13 of
his team-leading 30 points
iri the final quarter.
Alex English kept the
Nuggets close with 12 of
his game-high 32 points in
the final period.
Lakers 121, Mavericks
111
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
scored 15 points to
become the third-leading
scorer in NBA history.
Abdul-Jabbar reached
his latest milestone on a
tip-in with 4:24 remaining
in the third quarter to
pass John Havlicek of the
Boston Celtics on the alltime NBA scoring list.
Only Wilt Chamberlain
with 31,419 points. and
Oscar Robertson with
26,710 points now lead
Abdul-Jabbar, who has
26,398 points.
Earvin "Magic"
Johnson led the Lakers
with 24 points while
rookie Mark Aguirre led
the Mays with 23 points.

759-1 17

Fill
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"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray."

We
Care!
The National Store is concerned about our c,ommunity, and to show
you just how important we feel the youth in our community are, this
Saturday the National Store will donate 5 percent of net sales to the
Calloway County High School Bond.'The National Store donated 5 percent of netsales last Saturday to the Murray High School Band and it
was d great success, so show your suppOrt for the outstanding youth Of
the -Calloway County High School Bond by Shopping the National
Store on Saturday r wember 14th. The National Store, helping the
youth of our community help themselves.
1IT'S'ALWAYS A SPECIAL DAY AT NATIONAL STORES YOUR HOMETOWN
DEPARTMENT STORE
0 fr

Main Street, Murro Kentuck
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MSU Libraries Acquire Special Collection
Original musical compositions by Paul W.
Shahan, associate dean of
the College of Creative
Expressi-ai at Murray
State University, have
been acquired by the
Special Collections Division of the University
Libraries.
Dr. Keith Heim, director of special collections,
said microfilmed scores
and recordings of Shahan
compositions spanning
almost 30 years are included in the collection
which has been recently
cataloged under the
heading "The Shahan
Collection."
Historical commentary
pertaining to each composition is narrated by
Larne Clark, professor
emeritus and former
member of the music
faculty at Murray State.
For almost a quarter of
a century, Shahan has
been called upon to compose special music for
major events at Murray
State and in the quadstate region. Among
some of his contributions
are:
His Mk opera entitled
"The Stubblefield Story,

a

Rivers” commissmoned State for the 1968 in- for band II. "Paris Lan- represented the state
of Women's Clubs of Ken- State also houses the
by .the l'aducah- auguration of Dr. Harry ding" and 2. Pennyrile Tennessee. The recorded tucky, WPSD-TV news original works and
McCracken County M Sparks, fifth president Parkway"), works com- performance is by the programs; musical ar- papers of other KenBicentennial Committee. of Murray State. Shahan missioned by the Murray Humboldt High School rangements for Ken- tuckians such as Jesse
Many of Shahan's-- was the conductor for the State Foundation for the Band with William Day tucky's Bicentennial pro- Stuart, former Gov.. Edworks have been record- inauguration per- Silver Anniversary of-the conducting.
gram presented- at the ward T."Ned"Breathitt,
ed, published and per- formance by the Murray Quad -State Band
Shahan has also com- Kennedy Center in former two-time U. Gov.
formed all over the State Wind Sinfonietta.
Festival. Performance is posed several other Washington, and many and alumnus Harry Lee
world. His first published "The Fountain Head," a by the 1972 Quad-State original works for more.
Waterfield, John Carr,
work, "Spectrums" in symphonic poem for band Festival Junior Band various area churches,
the school's first presi1952, was awarded the commissioned by Austin with Dr. Josiah Darnall state civic organizations,
Special collections in dent, and Stubblefield
coveted International Peay. State University, conducting.
library at Murray memorabilia.
the
including the Federation
Thor Johnson- Award for Clarksville, Tenn.
"Scenic Designs and
Brass Composition, an
"Spectrums" and Atonal Textures," a symaward he received again "Leipzig Towers," has phony for the grant organ
in 1955 for his composi- two prize-winning com- (Symphony No. 2) in four
tion entitled "Leipzig positions. Each has been movements and performTowers."
recorded by The Vienna ed by John C. Winter, proShahan, whose mentors State Opera Orchestra on fessor of music emeritus.
EVERGREEN, Colo. plague takes four forms many doctors would not
have been Weldon Hart, the Westminster label in Noteworthy is the fact
(AP)
— When — bubonic plague, the be able to diagnose it. In
Roy Harris, Kent Ken- albums entitled -High that each movement is
most common form of the Winters' case, a 12-day
nan, Howard Hanson, Fidelity Brass — Ancient recorded on a different veterinarian Robert disease, affects the delay in diagnosis was
Winters
stricken
was
Bernard Rogers and and Modern". and "Set- pipe organ as winter
with bubonic plague, lymph glands; sep- not fatal because he took
Frederick Fennell, joined tings in Brass."
toured the European Con- many of his clients were ticemic plague enters the tetracycline to combat
the music faculty at Mur"Sing, Rejoice Unto the tinent.
Paul W.Shahan
shocked to find the bloodstream, while the symptoms.
ray State in 1957 as direc-N Lord," an anthem for
"Fiesta en Espana," a scourge of medieval primary and secondary
Other plague victims
first half century of the tor of university bands. SATB choir with organ, program composition for
pneumonic plague, the have not been as forEurope
in
this
affluent
school's history; original He served in that position commissioned by the symphonic band and permost contagious and life- tunate. Emerson said a
compositions for the in- for more than 20- years First United Methodist formed for the first time mountain community.
threatening forms, enter girl from Wichita Falls,
"Gee,
that's
a
Middle
augurations of two Mur- before he assumed his Church of Murray for the in Lovett Auditorium by
Texas was infected with
Ages disease, isn't it," the lungs.
ray State presidents; and present post.
1961 dedication of its new the Murray State Sym- one pet owner told • The Black Death of the plague in Colorado's
two large works comHe holds academic sanctuary.
phonic Band with Shahan Winters. "Did they treat 14th century, named for Boulder County. Only
memorating America's degrees from Fairmont
"Music for the 50th An- conducting. The work is you with leeches?"
the black patches and after she returned home,
bicentennial of 1976 — ) W. Va.) State College, niversary" (of Murray published by the Southern
boils — or "bubos" — and died did doctors
Winters
contracted
the
"Beat the Drums Proud- West Virginia University State University), a 12- Music Company of San
that
appeared on the vic- discover she had bubonic
disease from a cat bite,
ly" conunissioned by the and George Peabody Col- minute composition for Antonio,Tex.
tim, was a combination of plague.
although
more
common
Jackson Purchase lege and had his advanc- Wind Sinfonietta with
"In All There is
pneumonic and bubonic
The disease, once conHistorical Society and ed training in composi- historical narrative,com- majesty," a 10-minute carriers are chipmunks plague.
centrated in rat-infested
and
prairie
dogs.
"The Land and the tion at the Eastman missioned by Murray composition for Wind Sin"In their bones they urban slums,
Today plague is acSchool of Music, State for the Rededica- fonietta commissioned by
bore
so virulent a disease increasingly threatens
cepted by health officials
Rochester, N. Y.
tion Celebration Sept. 17, Murray State for the in- as a fact of life in 14 that anyone who only man as he moves into
Shahan has also served 1972.
augural ceremony. of Dr. Western states, where spoke to them was seized wilderness areas.
for more than 35 years as
"Beat the Drums Pro- Constantine W. Curris, scientists acknowledge it by a mortal illness and in
Barnes attributed
choirmaster of various udly," a large composi- sixth president of the
no
much
of its increase to
manner
could
evade
churches. He is currently tion for symphony or- university. The per- is impossible to stamp death," Michael Platien- changing lifestyles.
out.
ACROSS
memory
director of music at the chestra with higtorical formance is the inaugura1 Saucy
4 Figure of
Answer to Monday's Puzzle
In the United States, sis, a Franciscan friar Popular pastimes, like
First United .MethOdist narrative to com- tion performance on Nov.
5 Munched
speech
the incidence of human wrote in 1348 about the in- hiking and camping bring
A IPS
ESPY
TH
Church in Murray.
8 Oriental
5 Reverence
memorate America's 12, 1973.
cases
still is relatively fection that wiped out people in contact with
MU
=UM 100
• nurse
6 Tellurium
Heim, in announcing Bicentennial, with
"Moracco,"
an
exotic
fleas from wild animals.
half of Europe.
MUM
12 Abov.
symbol
DOOM=
the _acquisition of "The specific attention givento dance movement for rare, but it has increased
If a man with secon- Woodpiles and rock walls
13 Tiny
7 Lamprey
MUUMUU OUM
•
significantly
the
last
15
in
Shahan Collection," said; the development of West symphony orchestra with
14 Story
MUM OM CUM
. 8 Essence
years. Plague-carrying dary pneumonic plague near opulent country
15 Distant
9 Tangled
UM MUUMUU 12
This is a very impor- Kentucky.
a Middle-Eastern flavor. fleas have affected wild passes it on to another houses also attract
A UM GU 0111 MU
17 Second of,
10 Toward
tant additfon to the
"The Land and the Recorded performance is rodents in Colorado, individual, the disease rodents, Barnes said.
two
shelter
El WOMB 110
19 Worthless
11 Flock
One plague victim was
MOID DM CUM holdings and archives of Rivers," a work for sym- by The Rochester Wyoming, New Mexico, becomes primary
matte‘
16Cubsor
the university — educa- phonic band with Philharmonic Orchestra
LLU UMOMOD
bubonic plague. In 1980, bitten by fleas at his
20 Evaluated
Arizona,
California,
Tigers
MUM= MUMOU tionally as well as historical narrative, also with Dr. Howard Hanson
21 Want
18 War god
Utah, Idaho, Nevada, primary pneumonic mountain campsite,
DULi UMMM MUM historically. In this way, commemorating
23 Withered
22 Thick
conducting.
MUM
OMM
Oklahoma, Mon- plague had its first while a baby in Norwood,
Oregon,
24 Cushion
23 Precipitous
we recognize the many America's Bicentennial.
"Spring
Festival,"
a
American victim in more Colo, was infected when a
26 Thaws
24 Dessert treat
cultural contributions of Performance is by the three-movement descrig- tana, Washington, Texas than 50 years, Barnes family dog, fond of
28 Underworld 25 Emmet
36 Imitated
43 Transaction
and
Kansas,
human
with
Professor Shahan to our Murray State Symphonic five composition for symgod
27 Bandleader 37 Hollow
chasing prairie dogs,
said.
44 Egg-shaped
31 Preposition
Brown
university, as well as to Band and the first per- phonic band depicting a cases reported in the first
cylinder
46 Rockfish
brought the disease right
Today
plague,
if
32, Born
10 states on the list.
29 Word with
38 Made
47 Let tall
the
community
state
and
formance,
into
the house.
day
at
With
the
Shahan
traditional
diagnosed
in
time,
is
33 Tra -bred or fed
smooth
49 Stitch
"It is a dynamic
at large."
34 Airtine abbr 30 Declare
conducting, took place on band festival.. The disease, and
The disease is not only
40-Sheeplike
curable
with
simple
50 Prohibit
the potential
36 Item of
35 Permits
The collection in- the Ohio River waterfront movements are 1.
42 Scorches
53 Sun god
for human cases is antibiotics. But it is still a- spreading among wild
property
cludes:
at Paducah.
"Chartered Buses," 2.
1 2 3 4
5 6 7
lethal disease, with a animals, but the number
6 9 to 11
38 Crafty
The 1963 and 1976 per- "Ceremonial Sounds "Audition," and 3. always present," says mortality rate running as of people who expose
39 Run yoorily
12
13
1
Dr.
John
Emerson
of
the
41 Shove
formances of The Stub- for Band," a six-minute "Sightseeing Tour and
Colorado Department of high as 60 percent if un- themselves to possible in15
1
43 Explai -.
17 1.
blefield
Story,"
a
folk
composition
Celebration."
The
recorcommistreated,- according to fection increases with
45 Whiskers
•
opera in four scenes com- sioned by the Murray ding was performed by Health.
each passing year.
48 Evade•
Before 1965, plague was Barnes.
50 Eager
missioned by The State University Founda- the Murray State Sym"Like it or n61," said
can
kill
within
It
days,
limited to an average of
creature
Chamber
of
Commerce
Emerson,
of
"We're stuck
tion
for
phonic
the
25th
Band
anniverwith
Shahan
and
health
say
specialists
51 Ewpar rr. of
one human case per year
Murray. It depicts the sary celebration of the conducting.
with it."
grass
are
concerned
they
that
in the U.S. That figure
52 Time period
tragic life of local citizen quad -State Band
"Divertimento fos has increased to between
54 Nevada ay
Nathan
B.
Stubblefield Festival. Performance is Winds," a symphonic
55 Otherwise
41
and his trials and tribula- by the 1972 Quad-State composition in five 15 and 16 human cases
56 Pale
57 Break
tions as he struggles to Festival Senior Band movements commis- each year, according to
464
,
sudden
perfect his "wireless with Richard Farrell, the sioned jointly by The Allan Barnes, plague
specialist with the Natelephone" radio).
festival's founder, con- Music Teachers National tional Centers for Disease
DOWN
1 Harbor
The Academic ducting.
Association and the Ken- Control laboratory in
2 Without end
I LEGAL NOTICE
1 LEGAL NOTICE
Ceremonial Overture,"
-Albumleaves," two tucky Music Teachers Fort Collins.
3 Recall to
L'ommissioned by Murray descriptive movements Association for the KenBarnes said there have
tucky convention in 1973. been 147 cases between
The movements are 1. 1965 and 1980, 23 of them
INVITATION TO
"Intrada," 2. "Sound fatal. More than half of
BID FOR PROPERTY
Piece for Trumpet," 3. them have been in New
INSURANCE
"You'll Succeed in Mexico.
English Tweed," 4. "lie. "It's kind of like droppThe Calloway County Board of EducaMurray Little Waltz" and ing a handful of wheat on
tion will receive sealed bids for property
5. "Celebration." The the floor," Barnes exinsurance for the Calloway County
recording was made dur- plained. "Most of it hit
School District until 1:30 p.m., Thursing the premier per- New Mexico, but a few
- 10
.
day,December 3,1981.
:7/111111r
formance of the work by kernels spread as far east
Specifications will be on file in the
the Murray State Wind as Brownsville, Texas::
YOU AREN'T
Calloway County Board of Education OfPOP ONE
Sinfonietta.
I'M GOING TO VISIT' DRESSED
The modern version of
fice building, 2110 College Farm Road,
THING YOUR
"Symphony No. One,"
ROLLO AT
Murray, Kentucky, and interested bidPROPERLY
PANTS DON'T
an orchestral comHIS ESTATE
ders
may obtain the necessary forms
MATCH YOUR
position in one movement
I'LL
there.
COAT
which is Shahan's first atGO,
The Board reserves the right to reject
tmpet to use the large orTOO
any or all bids and waive any irDANVILLE.
Ky.
(AP)
chestral palette. Compos- —
regularities in bidding.
Police are ined in traditional sonata
vestigating
the
early
allegro form, the work
.&431S1
abounds in vivid har- morning death of a Dan`
646.1.7
2. NOTICE
2. NOTICE
ville man while hunting in
monic colors with bold Casey
County.
r use of rhythmic accent
WI.JERE DID YOL1 _
I LOOKED BUT I
IN
T5 RIGI-IT I-IERE UNDER
Vernon Bow, 43, acNEED A JOB?
PUT THAT DATA ON
recorthroughout.
The
COULDN'T P1I-417
THE
MISCELLANEOUS
cidentally shot
Ever thought of working on a towboat?
MISSILES?
FILE
ding is by the Rochester the right leg himself in
Monday
Philharmonic Orchestra morning,
The river industry employs thousands of
with
a .30/.4
with Dr. Howard Hanson caliber rifle,
men-women. They receive good pay and
according
to
conducting.
many
fringe benefits. Work 30 days stay
the Kentucky State
"The City of David," a post in Columbia. Police
home 30 days. For info write: CRF., INC.
,
work for organ, brass
P. 0. Box 121,Dept. 331, Doniphon, Mo.
choir and percussion
63935 for foster reply send selfwhich reflects the tonal
addressed stomped envelope.
flavors associated with
music of the Middle East.
/0
(0
',LIALK1-4?
The recording is by,the
Murray State Brass Choir k LONDON, Ky.(AP) —
C MON,EL MO —LET6
NOW 5g, SURE YOU SCRUB
CAN .\( SURE,BUT WE'RE
USUALLY DON'T)
EMPLOYMENT — Opening
JUST i-tAvi NIG
with Winter at the organ The shooting death Sun-vC.70 WAS.-4 LiP
siOUR
ELMO
—
GET THIS CLEAN
day
night
of
a
Laurel
WEENiES ANO
EAT 0/1-11.4
TIDO
7
available
for mature female. Must
JUST POR
and Shahan conducting.
e•EANS,
_
"L.23EANS!
"The Lincoln Heritage County woman has been
be over 21 good typist with previous
`••••••___
Trail," a composition for called accidental, acoffice experience desirable. Good
concert band commis- cording to authorities.
working conditions with benefit.S.
The
victim
was
Marene
J.
sioned by the CarmiMiller,
19,
of
rural
Loncomplete resume to P. 0. Box
Send
White County, Ill., Ses547, Murray,Ky.42071.
quicentennial Obser- don. She was shot once in
vance Committee to com- the chest with a small1
memorate Canni's .Ses- calibet handgun, ac.f,tz
quicerifennial of 1965. The cording to the .Laurel
a
County sheriff's
•
recording was made dur- department.
MR.HOW. YOU'VE
's MY MEN SURROUNP THI
idig the Carml High
The victim's husband,
45i ITEM QF....NIQUIC._
PLACE. j
OU'LL NEYak oy
Band's first perSchool
THAN YOU CAN CHEW.
OUT /44!VE.50.. WHAT'S 1C1/R
&v
.), told police he didn't
IF YOU vyaNT A DEA L '
formance with Shahan think
PA:P/Ce... FOR StIENCE,„7f
iMPbScABLE„
the gun was loaded
„
.
TAL(
FAST.,
• BUT iF HE DOES—
conducting.
when he aimed it at his
"The Spanish Con- wife .and pulled the trig„ VVI40.12 •BELIEVE HIM
Insurance Agency Secretarial OpA DRUG PUSHER •
a concert ger. The shooting ocquistadors,"
A GANGSTER...
portunity Experience, Irked.
commismarch for band
curred at 7:30 p.m. at the
sioned by the Humboldt Miller's home on KenSend resume to P. 0. Box 510,
(Tenn.) High School tucky. 363, west of
Murray, Ky. Must be received no
Band for a major per- London.
formance at Six Flags,
Police are -still inlater than Nov. 17, 1981.
Texas, where the band vestigating the shooting.
which has been produced
twice (1963 and 1976);
"Music for the 50th Anniversary of Murray
State University" commissioned by the university to commemorate the

Cat Bite Gives Vet Plague
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Danville Man
Dies Today

,
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5,d•cat.

Death
Of Woman
Accidental
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6 HELP WANTED
350 weekly stuffing
envelopes For informs
tion send self addressed
stamped envelope to Kenny S IS North St.
Stoneham, Ma 02180.

411111/11111111
Look For
11.13. Cooper
Dollars"
Sat. 10 a.m.
in
Central
Center

I will babysit infants or
preschoolers. I have lots
of experience and
We make house coils.. references.753-7904.
for your
Cal
Will remove dead or un*appointment.
wanted trees and shrubs.
Call for free estimates
Carter
before 2:30. 753-5484.

•

Will rake up leaves.
Leave name and address
at 1615 Miller Ave. .

Need Cash? We buy old
glassware. Phone 7533642.
10. BUSINESS
Need a unique fund raiser
OPPORT
UNITY
for your club pr organization? How about a gallery Former
Diamond Directs
showing of original oil started
a more profitable
Paintings. Your group business.
965-5387 Call
Will receive 20 percent off now!!!
the total sales.' Contact
Diane McCrystal
14 WANT TO Ltiy
..
Creative Galleries 7533605 for an appointment.
Want to buy standing
Do your Christmas Shop- timber cash or percenping early. Leather tage. J.L. McKnight 753purses, wallets, jackets, 7528.
belts. Custom made
minor shoe repair. Mur- HOME FURNISHINGS
ray Leather Shop, Dixieland Center. 759-9633.
Green recliner, rust
Do your Christmas shopp lounge chair, maple
ing at B.Z.T. House of stereo with AM-FM radio
Ceramics or make your good condition. Call 753own. Classes 6 p.m.-9 3190.
p.m. Mon.-Fri. 15 mileS
Floral Kroyler couch exout on 94E.
cellent condition, quilts,
quilt tops and afghans.
Call 753-2659.

SPECIAL
16" 14 KT Serpentine
. Chains Reg. $36.00
Now $12.95. 18" 14
Kt. Serpentine Chains
Reg. $40.00 Now
$16.95. Floating
Hearts 14 Kt. Reg.
$7.85 Now $3.85.
GOLD L SILVER
PAWN SHOP
Ohmic Pima
753.7113
Open 9... to 9 p.a. Otti, 1 p.m.-6 p.m. Seedily.

5, LOST & FOUND
REWARD - Small mostly beagle male with white
flea collar lost about two
miles east of Murray. 7591719 or 753-4641.

6 HELP WANTED
DELIVER
TELEPHONE
BOORS
FULL OR PART DAYS
Men or women over 18
with automobiles are
needed in Murray and
Aurora. Delivery starts
about November 19.
Send name, address,
age, telephone number,
type of auto, insurance
company and hours
available on a post card
to D.D.A. INC., Box
1040A The Ledger and
Times.
An Equal Opportunit
Employer

3000 board ft. of poplar
lumber Can 409 7/19
Firewood 125.00 rick
delivered. Call after
pm.436 2744

Newly deCOrtneef one
bedroom apartment
$175 00 per month. Call
Spam Realty Associates
753 7724

House for rent in Taylor
Store community Con
tact Larry Hurt Murray
Supply 753-3361

SATALITE
ANTENNIAS
150 TV Channels,
Movies, Sports,
Foreign Stations

CLAYTONS
Murray, Ky.
27. MOBILE
HOMES SALES
1971 Richardson Trailer
12x60 two bedroom furnished. Gas, central air
and heat. Excellent condition. Call 75.3-3142 and
after 5 p.m. call 753 8854.

28. MOBILE
HOME RENTALS
Two two bedroom trailers
$160.00 and $170.00. Brandi's Trailer Court. Call
753-8411.

Two bedroom house on N
18th Street partially fur
fished. Call 753 5737.
Two houses near
-university. $100.00
depot,$108.00 per month
rent. Call 753-6114 after 6
R-m•
Two or three bedroom
house, 2 acre lot, newly
decorated, carpeted, in
ynn Grove. Also three
bedroom, two bath, all
electric with fireplace.
Two miles south on 641.
Coleman R.E. 753-9898
Two bedroom cottage, liv
ing room, kitchen, fun
bath. Located at Paris
Landing on the Coast
Guard Road $125.00 a
month plus utilities
Deposit required. 502-436
5353.

WANTED

CLAYTONS
753-7575
Want guitar player-singer
to play in Blue Grass
band. Call 753-9400 after
5:00.

23 EXTERMINATING
0

-

'MURDER
Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Phew* 711 1,14

St•raips Spares
Few Rest
7534758
FOR RENT
32 APT"

Now loosing

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
I, I II 3 bedroom veils how
$165.00 Per an. Han1Keepped unit. Meth toeskitted rental heel end air,
carpeted, kitchen appliances.
Office MOWS Non.-Fri. 9:0012:00 Noon.
Northwood Dr.
Murray, Ky
502-159-4954
Easel'liousing Oppertenile

Nine month old female
black great dane fully
obediance trained and
certified. Cropped ears,
good blood tine, AKC
registered. Must seM due
to personal problem
$350.00. Will negotiate call
Sal 753-6527 or 753 9101.
AAA Dog Grooming 13
years experience. Call
Goldie Brown Lynn Grove
435-4579
Six month old Black
Great Dane, full
pedigree, cropped ears,
fully obedience trained.
Call Sal, 753-9101, 7536527.
41

apartment for rent. No
children or pets. Call 753
391-3.

Very attractive opportunity with reliable
Nice one bedroom fur
company. Looking for
nished apartment: near
husband and wife teams
shopping
or mature singles who are Kitchen Aid dishwasher university center and
. Reasonably
seeking to supplement partible, Kenmor
e priced. 753-3949.
present incomes. Call 753- automatic washer
and
0352 between 9 and 11 dryer, Hearth Glow wood
a.m.
burning stove used three Two apartments for rent
4
months, 1976 Yamaha one single bedroom, one
TEXAS REFINERY 500CC twin cylinder two bedroom furnished or
CORP. offers PLENTY' motorcycle, camper top unfurnished except ap
OF MONEY plus cash for fleet side pickup. Call pliances. 753-8730 before 5
bonuses, fringe benefits t 759)524
p.m. or 753-6965 after 5
0 mature individual in'
p.m.
Murray area. Regardless
Equal Housing 1 and 2
of experience, write J. A. Lombard chain saws and
Byers, Texas Refinery service. Stokes Tractor bedroom apartment. Call
Murray Manor 753 8668.
Corp., Box 711, Fort Industrial Rd.
Worth, Texas 76101.
Two bedroom unfurnishFirewood
•
•
• $180 Per Week Part Time Order now and burn ed duplex with stove,
-.at. Home. Webster, seasoned wood this winter refrigerator, dishwasher
and disposal. Extra nice
Americals foremast dic- 436-2758.
• lionary com6any needs -Wood for sale $25.00 a in Westwood Sybd. Heat
home Workers to update rick. Call 489-2101 or 489- PUMP with.: low utilities
$250.013 month 305-711-8787
• local mailing lists.
, All' 2231,
before 4:00 p.m. or 305
•• ages, experience un Yon
FM-AM multiplex 792,5565 after 4:00p.m. *
necessary. Call 1-716-842
receiver, stereo cassette
•
•
60030. „
E.a.t. 5112.
8-track recorder, BSR Furnished apartment one
CLERICAL fiat! or part quanta )20 turn table 150 block. from MS1.1. $100.00
watts maximum.. Can. be per month call 759-4538
time opportunity working
from home with mail. No seen at A6 Coach Estates -Newly decorated one
experience required. In S. 16ttt,g..Nae months bedroorM apartment furfirrmation send stamped, old sell for $550.10.
nished or unfurnished
self-addressed envelope
Firewood for sale $25.00 near hospital and
N.F. Associates, P. O.
rick delivered. Call 436-' downtown. Call 759 4756
Box M, Staten Island,
before 11 am Or after 5
2744
after 5 p.m.
New 'fork 10314.
p.m.
4

PUBLIC SALE

Yard Sale Sat., Nov. 14,
8:30 5:007 Top quality
adults and childrens
clothes, infant through
three toddlers, toys,
jewelry and
miscellaneous items. 810
S. 9th.

24 MISCELLANEOUS Furnished one bedroom
AM-FM car radio, stereo
good speakers, men's 10
speed bicycle, 300 MM
telephoto lens, mans Suit.
Call 753-3781.

Walt
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REAL ESTATE

SUPER ASSUMPTIONS! Yes you con'
There are alternative
methods of buying anti
selling property,
owever, and in many
cases they ore more
beneficial to the buyer
and the seller than
troditional methods
These .olternative
rnethods will become
,ncreosingly popular in
the next decode As
average borne prices
and prime mortgoge in
rerest rates increose.
the demand for alter
native methods of buy
,nganciselling increase
correspondingly Cur
rently, more than 50
of pll red estate tronsortions involve one or
more(*.emotive fineinc
ing methods
me
thods thot ore
beneficial to both the
buyer and seller of property. .
methods
available to you

LORETTA JOBS. REALTORS
u;r"Irr err i.(.,1; /17*
'1.17) 2S..1,141"

Extraordiruu,
Cattle
Farm
User 100 am rri al lush
lover end fes ur
pastures. 3 ponds. plus
automatic water trough.
2 wells and
bares. wovem wire
fences all around phis
exterior fences Foams LS
us A-I condition. tuned
and fertilized regularh
Spacsous 3 BR broi k
home with double
garage and lots of ex
Arai Call Spann Bean)
Aasocsates for detaibi
733-7724

IL

A9 USEC1CAR.7
9
For sale 19/9 Maliho
°est.( two door.
automatIl black loaders
with equ,nment extra
Sharp $4100 03 435 4794
1973 Buick wagon $500 00
154 181.5

Oitsitlyt. .T.satutt

engine has some eust
fully loaded 1350 oo
raas
_
te77 Toyota CelK a Best
offer 753 5573

F

Rot
pent,/
t-vciP
X Liston, acunets wood
WO( ma lures.ture rep6J
1077n•f.a r mixt wood
010 refs 11,1s wood iror k
-rig a '53 4124

Allintonum 'tem, Cce
blumineth Nod won't
wool suslom trim
work References Call
will Ed &Oft 75
i

aba9

*e act esir greenh.oes tor
tenh ng Muff** Leather
DeltR4gr10 umpsonsi
Center 759 9633
strip and ref,n,sh fur
Murray Leather
.•cip Dix eland Stsopp.ng
Center t59 Pen
rOure

I.O1 411regler
Starter's
11
wort
ses,itattood
tree
irsomehe 44$ SC 1159
w 753 6)

Leaf Removal Lel 11.0
landscaping and Law"
Ma.ntenan( e rase ,arc of 0,.a inral, • ,orsi 0 vainang
s
eni
"S tr ouutesoire task aro'r
foe, A ri 1,
0.11101
y and effu 'en, y
CRAMPED FOR SPACE
I ee,
Or...
• ee pst,mates 759 1911
Your family will enioy
I 4t4114,-,r
lo•
this Wile 3 BR. 2 bath
19)4 hot. 35 miles
yOur plutn0(ng And ,.r.
brick ranch house with
;
needs Al•-.0 80 GMC Van conversion
per gallon, excellent
large family room, for
Futiv
al pent? v
'
condition
m al dining room spacious
(on, tete Ati refr.wlatOr %,n1/. stereo
and
eat in kitchen and oversiz
COO(h
•, on;derts
intb
•
dans; to sat '.t&'
ed living room
Also
reify wheels
Dell
1972 Grand Torino
featufing • fenced yard,
custom
paint
and raft
real sharp extra nice
garage and attic storage
• s tar penter Shop tains hair.} 11000 miles
You have yard, yard and
Reply
to
'51
501.1
'torn L abinets, wood
more yard on ttits- lt 2 acre
1979 Monte Carlo
rking furnTfurerepa ,r ALCOA
lot
convenient
ly
located
2
retreat.
UM
loaded with all extras
'
a replace wood in SIDING (i ALUMIN
miles
from
town
You
w,i,sI siding
get
Concrete block
,•
0,5
f .pf‘t 1001 and trim Awn..
a great deal here tor a
7511113
•
Jm
• ',Ott., "Jr nen. SAM 00 tor brick -iø4j'r. trim
basement with
small price Come and
;4( Is
4114
•
see for yourtelf. Call
roof goes withthe
Glover 753 till
1976 Audi Fox asking
Spann
Realty
Associates 12000 00
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Nice two bedroom partially • furnished home,
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Attractively
remodeled 3
bedroom home
and 80 acres
located 13 miles
northwest of Murray. Land includes
several acres of
good timber ,,And
approximately 30
acres tendable. Offered at only
$62,500 'through
Kopperud Realty,
711 Main.

1976 -Triumph TR 7 ex
cellent condition, sharp
53250.00. Calf 753-7615.
1964 El Camino with 1971
350 V8, 2 barrel, -car
burator, automatic
transmission, AM FM
radio, good tires Call
after 4130 753 4589

Estate Auctioi3

Saturda),• member 14. 10 A.M.
Rain or Shine

1978 'TR7 Triumph low
mileage, air; ex.tra sharp
Call 437 44.37
1971 Pontiac LeManc,
Sport 350 enosne' newly
overhauled transmission
Call 436 7107 after op m

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
225 L. P. Miller St. lac.oss from coes,iii cx.,x,
Specializing in Senior Citizens
lair Cuts $1.00 Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 753-3685
For Appointment

Attractive Remodeled
3 Bedroom Home
523 Broad Street
Phone 753 1 222 Prior to Sole For Ins colon of Home
•

Brenda's
Beauty Salon
Your Forever Living ALOE VERA
product dealer in the Penny
Community!

BRENDA JONES 753-3229

1)an Miller. 1u9ioncri1
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KSU President Questioned

Obituaries

Services for William
(Bill) V fIcr, 59, Corunner, Ind., were conducted
Monday in Kendalville,
Ind.
Kotler died Saturday at
9 a.m from an apparent
heart attack at his home.
He was a former administrator of • Henry
County General Hospital,
Paris, Tenn., and of
Clinton-Iliekrnan County
Hospital, 'linton.
He is survived by his
widow, Patricia; two
daughters, Shelly Kofler,
Champaign, Ill., and Kim
Kofler, Indianapolis,
Ind.; two sons, Bruce
Kofler and wife, Fay,
Owensville, Ind., formerly of Murray, and Scott
Kofler, Indianapolis,
Ind.; a grandson,
Thomas William Kofler,
Owensville,

Three
Injured
Three people vere injured in a near head-on.
collision Monday on the
Collins Row! north of
Hazel, accor ling to Kentucky State Police
reports
Nita A. Whice, 23,
Hazel, driver of one of the
vehicles, :iuffered lacerations of the i(!ad and leg,
according to reports.
Michael Dnnean, 21,
Hazel, driver of the other
car received facial
bruises while hiS wife,
Tracie Fay e. 1 7, suffered
lacerations of the head
and possible log fracture,
reports said.
None were admitted to
the AlurraN-Calloway
County Hospital.

•••
STUDENT ADVOCATES — Selected as student advocates in the Division of Learning and Developmental Disorders of the Department of
Special Education at Murray State University for 1981-82 are: (standing,left) Tracy Pickens,Princeton senior; and Debbie Plummer, Murray graduate student; and (seated,from right) Becky Fairbanks, Murray graduate student; and Tracey Carr, Evansville, Ind., junior. Also
shown is Alan Lossner of Dexter, formerly of Hopkinsville, who has
been selected as the graduate assistant to work with the State Special
Olympics competition on the campus in 1982. Student advocates represent their fellow students at division faculty meetings and serve in a
liaison role between students and faculty.

Crutches Create Problem
RIDGEFIELD, Conn.
(AP) — -What's good
walks on crutches,"
exclaim-ed the
Elizabethan poet Philip
Massinger, who must
have suffered a touch of
tendonitis in his time.
But there is a second
opinion from his contemporary, the playwright
John Webster: "Let guilty men remember, their
black deeds "Do lean on
crutches made of
slendernreeds."
When at first the burning, throbbing pain inflamed my heel and
swelled up .my ankle to
the size and color of a
Smithfield ham,I thought
sure I had come down
with something classy
like the gout, the refined
ailment of kings and cardinals and gourmets.
The doctor, however,
was adamant in his
diagnosis: tendonitis.

neighbor tried to comfort
me."Gout can't be such a
classy disease," she consoled me not a whit, -my
brother-in-law has it."
I had never been on
crutches before. Then all
of a sudden here I was
almost immobilized, gift
wrapped below the knee
like Tutankhamen,
forced to totter about on
shaky sticks like a grizzled character'actor in a
burlesque road company
version of -Treasure
Island."
I really wasn't very
agile at adapting to these
new appendages, since
from an early age inability to shift the balance of
my bulk from one foot to
the other kept me out of
the Royal Ballet school.
People who never stepped on my foot before or
kicked me in the ankle
were suddenly
everywhere. We used to
roar at those old Laurel
and Hardy classics, when
011ie was grimacing with
the gout and Stanley
trying to be helpful kept
bumping into him. I
wonder" now where the
humor was. Funny as a
crutch.
I have come to realize
that there is no blase
answer, humorous or
heroic, to the insinuating

NEW YORK (AP) — been accused of helping
The CIA has denied any Moammar Khadafy's,
involverneht in alleged Libyan government obillegal acts 5y former tain men and explosives.
agents Frank 'remit and Terpil refused to discuss
Edwin Wilson although it with CBS any dealings
says sonle agency With Libya.
employeec
them unHe did say he knows
sanctioned support.
current CIA employees
Terpil and Wilson were who are moonlighting by
interview d in Beirut, using classified informaLebanon, for Sunday's tion to produce "situation
CBS-TV "60 Minutes" reports" on countries for
program. Terpil is a commercial firms.
fugitive convicted in
The CIA said in a stateabsentia in New York ment Monday that it had
state for conspiring to sell investigated all
DETROIT (AP) — The
weapons to terrorists, allegations of misconduct number of U.S. auto
and is also under federal by agency employees and dealerships handling
indictment
found none, but had domestic makes fell to
Wilson and Terpil have referred the allegations 21,187 during the 1981
to the FBI and U.S. at- model year, down 758
torney's office.
from 21,945 at the end of
CIA spokesman Dale the previous year, acPeterson said: "The CIA cording to an industry
categorically denies all journal.
allegations involving it in
Automotive News said
illegal
acts
allegedly
Monday
that the dealerannual
The
Children's
Book Fair will run from 8 committed by former ship decline for the year,
a.m. to 6:3o p.m. through employees Edwin Wilson which ended Sept. 30, was
and Frank Terpil and less than half the 1,643
Thursday in the their associates."
dealership closings
Mississippi Room of
The statement said that reported during the 1940
Universih Center at in 1976, then-CIA director model year but otherwise
Murray SiAte University. George Bush launched an was the worst since a
Sponsor,
' by Murray inquiry of all known con- decline of 793 dealerships
State student branch of tacts with Wilson since in 1970.
the Acsociation for his resignation in 1971.
General Motors Corp.
Childhoo ; I'ducation In- The CIA found some had the most dealership.
ternational, a book fair employees "provided closings, losing 330
offers ilore than 800 support to Wilson and outlets, followed by Ford
titles.
Terpil without official Motor Co. with 282,
is will help agency sanction and ac- Chrysler Corp. with 131,
students attend interna- tion was taken against and American Motors
tional professional con- them." Sources have said Corp. with 60.
two workers were fired.
That adds up to 803 but
ferences.
The public is invited to
attend.

question: "What happened to you?"
I tried muttering
something about -throwing a shoe in the New
York Marathon -- got my
foot caught in a subway
door," but people scoffed
before I got to the
throwaway line..
I've given up saying,
"My wife kicked me,"
because the rejoinders
are too quick and fervent: "About time,"
"Don't blame her,"
"Score one for the good
guys."
I no longer try to strike
an amusing, mock-heroic
pose, using humor as a
crutch and vice versa.
Things went even
worse when I entered
Moriarty's, the Third
Avenue steakery, doing
my Quasirriodo shtick:
you know, hunched over
the crutches, with. my
head thrown back, eyes'
wild and mouth wide opeu
in a drooling leer. No one
laughed, but one of the
waitresses stifled a
scream and almost spilled a tray of drinks. "Rut
you always look iike
Charles Laughton, even
without the crutches,"
she later apologized or
whatever.
Not having, a leg to
stand on, or perhaps too
many, what could I say 9

Dealers Selling
U. S. Cars Drops

Book Fair
Scheduled

Suspect

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

a decline in the ninnbe,.of
intercorporate A.1 II a 1
dealerships reduced the
net loss to 758.
The 1981 model year
decline brought the net
number of domestic
make dealership closings
to 2,401 during the put
two years, more than 10
percent of the retail
outlets in existence at the
beginning of the 1980
model year, Automotive
News said.

was all-black, the report
said.
Martin said the report
"shows that a large
percentage of black
apartment-dwellers were
still living in predominantly black apartments
in traditionally black
neigbhborhoods. . . The
central city had a 45 percent black occupancy
rate and almost half of
the black apartment
dwellers were living in
apartments that were 75
percent black....
"When compared to
Louisville, the housing
desegregation picture in
Lexington is dismal,"
Martin said. "...We attribute some of the
progress in Louisville to
the school desegregation
plan, which allows blacks.
living in predominantly
white areas to be exempt
from (busing).
"Housing desegregation is the best way to ensure that schools are
desegregated and Lexington should keep school
desegregation in mind
when working on housing
desegregation," he said.

Police Chief Demands Raise

Reading
Group
Plans Meet

Hog Market

dispute.
"They would procrastinate' on the pay
raise as long as I was still
there," he said.
Ryan makes $12,000 a
year and the city's three
patrolmen make $7,500,
$8,000 and $8,800 a year.
A petition with more
than 200 signatures was
presented to the council,
asking that the police
salaries be raised.

Stock Market
Posts Gain
+3.62

Industrial Average
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1
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+
48
32
Texaco.... ......
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/
4
161
/
4 -1
Wendy's
15.81

C.E.F. Fund
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Sure Comes In
Handy at

Vanpooiing??

CHRISTMAS
TIME

The Purchase Area Development District
recognizes a need for vanpooling in the Purchase Area to assist persons commuting from
home to worksites. In order to gain more information from persons wishing to either learn
more information about vanpooling or participate in a vanpool program, we want to encourage you to complete the following form and
return to the address shown. If the required
number is met, then the Purchase Area
Development District will be assisting the Tennessee Valley Authority and other interested
sponsors in initiating a vanpool program.

liming a completed Christmas Cktb
is like having your own personal.
ized Santa tucked away for Itie
holidays! You can reach any
desired amount you want

51/2%
interest earning ci.4
.

a carefree shopping smee next

Name of Employer

Address.

.track, 26,xxx miles. One Owner

$8977.00

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
r(41

753-2617

GM QUAtitY
SERVICE PARTS

r--

GM I

GICNIERAL MOTORS PARTS DIVISION

into debt,Its the best way yet

641S.
Murray

'IComplete the abc4e it wishitg to vanpooli

•

•fZ
4

Si

Security Federal

CITECKTIff APPROPRIATE BOX.
lam iMerested io partIcipattnhIa wool. .
• I wish Wean more about the vaiipoolortitram
RETURN TO.
•
Pertliate AfeiDerelopment 0r,
.trict, P
42888
Cote Persia,: Weer

Savings and
Loan Association

1300 Johnson Blvd.-759-1234

0 Box 588, Mayfield, Ky,

Your Future Is Important To Us."
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II Look For Sat. 10 a.m.
"D.B.Corr Central
DollorsCenter

//

D.B Cooper Says You -Can Tdke It. With You
4

BEST

•

to insure a happy holiday!

hem No

4 captains chairs, couch that makes a bed, ice
box, tilt wheel, cruise control, am/fm stereo 8

••.,
Z•

account* Join The Club

today arid be on the road to

Christmas . . without going

1979 Chevy
Customized Von

4

set sum each week into
cur

Name

Phone No.

1

at Yuletirne by depositing a

Address

Enters Plea'
LONDON, Ky.(AP) —
William Bevins entered a
not guilty plea Monday to
all charges in the deaths
of five men in an Allen,
Ky.; auto parts store last
month.
Bevins apPeared in
Laurel Circuit Court in
London. He has been
Charged with five counts
of murder, and kbree'
counts of .,ssault in
connection with the
shooting. '
•
1-le is being held in the
Laurel County Jail. •

Glasgow, said that if the
matter is discussed, it
will be a closed meeting.

City May Need Plan

CIA Denies Role
In Alleged Acts

Murder

30.
NKFORT, Ky. tion of the schooL"
Regents Chairman
- Kentucky State
Butts' contract
Luis:el-say may be at a reportedly expires June L usk a Twyman, of
,e,sroads this week with
•,.isIons that could
the school's future,
ording to officials.
In a meeting today the
KSU Board of Regents
LEXINGTON, Ky. effort to reendtinciistry,
wifl be asked to revieW
the performance of Dr. (AP) — A report criticiz- Martin said, citing LoxW.A. Butts as the school's ing a pattern of racial ington as an example.
discrimination in LexWhen International
president.
And on Wednesday the ington's apartment com- Business Machines Corp.
state Council on Higher plexes "underscores the was considering LexEducation's Minority need for Lexington to ef- ington as a site for a new
.Affairs- Committee is ex- fectively implement a plant, the company "h.=
pected to consider a pro- fair-housing plan," says sisted much more had to
1,isal to make it a Galen Martin, executive be done in fair housing,"
community college in the director of the Kentucky Martin said. "The beginUniversity of Kentucky Commission on Human ning of fair housing that
Rights.
was made (because of
S\ stern.
State and local civil- IBM) several years ago
• .1 don't know anything
a'. this point," said Butts. rights leaders should im- won't necessarily work
I don't know what will mediately draw up such a now. New efforts have to
plan with Mayor-Elect be made to promote
come up."
Barney Tucker, vice Scotty Baesler, Martin desegregation."
The report said 70
chairman of the regents, said in a news conference
apartment complexes in
said he will ask the board Monday.
The report is merely an Lexington supplied
to discuss Butts' record
informational tool for occupancy information'.
at the school.
' I have reason to Lexington and other Twenty-seven reported
more black occupants,
tislieve that segeral cities, Martin said.
"I don't think anyone including two that had
hoard members are concerned with what they ought to (draw) any legal none in 1978.
Twenty-seven others
perceive as a lack of ramifications from it,"
leadership on the cam- he said.."I don't see this reported fewer black ocas the basis for any legal cupants, but many "were
pus," he said.
Tucker, of Lexington, action. We are trying to predominantly black in
said some of the challenge that mind set ... 1978 and fewer black
nii.mbers of the higher (that) everything is OK. families created a more
education council believe Everything is not perfect. equal racial distributhat KSU has insufficient What we are doing is tion," the report said.
leadership to enact a pro- pointing out what has 'Sixteen complexes
reported no change, inposed enhancement plan happened to the city."
The report, for which cluding one that was
for the university if the
council approvals the no 1981 information was all-white and one that
available, said the
plan.
The minority affairs- number of black aparti'onimittee has been stu- ment dwellers increased
SPRINGFIELD, Ky.
dying several plans for in 16 Kentucky cities
school's future since between 1978 and 1980. It (AP) — The Springfield
January, when. the decreased in 14 cities aqd police chief says he and
federal Office of Civil remained the same in six all but one of his six ofNIghts ordered the state others, including ficers will resign if they
don't get substantial pay
ti nevidop a plan to fully Lexington. •
raises.
apartmentAsked if
desegregate its higher
Police Chief Gichard
occupancy figures were
edue,ition system.
Cc John Y. Brown Jr. considered a reliable Ryan issued a study to
tirecte41 the council to- indicator of racial the City Council Monday
devolori the state plan. All balance, Martin said, night that showed that ofpart., have been accepted "It's the one thing we've ficers in his department
tr ,o federal govern- got now. ... This is an in- are paid less, than police
.meet Except that concer- dication and it's an in- in nearby towns.
After the meeting Ryan
!iing Kentucky State's dication people ought to
took
a leave of absence
heed."
enhancement.
Open housing can be a' from the department to
On Wednesday a new
',Oal. will. he ;eviewed that critical factor ff1 a city's take care of some personal affairs. He also left
make Kentucky
because of the pay
.ate the 14th community
(.ollege in the UK network
of 'to-year schools. The
p 10 was developed by
committee chairman
Federal-State Market News Service Nov. 10.1981
Rol)ert Bell, of Ashland.
The International Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
ihe only proposals to
Reading Association will Market Report Includes 6 Buying
upgrade the school have meet at 4 p.m. Wednes- Stations
Receipts: Act. 329 Est. 750 Barbeen submitted by KSU's day, Nov. 11, in
Room 341 rows & Gilts 50f higher, sows
regents and adminsteady,
$1.00 lower.
of Special Education US 1-2 210-240
lbs.
$42.50-43.00
istration.
Building at Murray State 200-210 lbs.
$41.75-42.75
But Tucker said that University.
US 2 210-250 lbs.
$42.25-42.75
US 2-3 250-270 lbs.
some co'uncil members
$41.25-42.25
The program will
believe the present KSU feature Mrs. Jim
Sows
West,
adminstration 'does not who will
$34.01)-35.50
discuss US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
have the aibility to carry "Teacher-Made US 1-3 300-450 obs. ....$35.00-36.50
US 1-3 450-500 lbs.
$36.50-38.00
out the regents' plan for Materials."
US 1-3 500-650 lbs
$38.00-39.50
$40.00
at
the- creation of several
All interested people few
US
2-3
300-500
lbs.$34.00-35.00
c.ampus programs and are
Boars
$30.00-33.00
urged to attend.
upgrading buildings.
"How we (regents)
deal with the leadership
ATiestion may have some
hearing on the ultimate
decision the whole council makes on future direcA
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